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The Hope of
Raiwind Christian Institute
It is a notable goal the Raiwind
Christian Institute has set in its 19651975 $600,000-master development
plan:
.. . an increase of students from the
present 650 to 1,080;
. .. expansion of dormitory capacity
from 110 to about 400;
... and enlargement of present inadequate facilities for teachertraining students to handle 280
instead of 130.
It is costly, but the educational rewards would be enormous. The enlarged primary, secondary, and teacher-training departments would more
adequately provide basic education,
foster Christian leadership, and pro-

vide som e technical training.
The institute offers neglected children attention and affection, improving their health and opening their eyes
to the world around them .. . hoping
thereby to prevent further tension in
a deepl y-troubled new nation .
And in a Christian atmosphere.
But there is immediate need to
maintain what is already in the program. For lack of facilities and funds,
this outstanding school faces loss of
its status as a leader in the field.
The heavy rains and floods of 1964
caused extensive damage to the 40acre campus. Over half of the institution's buildings must be rebuilt.
Raiwind Christian Institute is a union

ch·
ha

institution supported by The Methodist Church and the United Presbyterian
Church in the U.S .A. The Methodist
Board of Missions is committed to
raising $40,000 toward the development of Raiwind, 30 miles from Lahore, West Pakistan.
How can you help? Through Advance Special contributions in any
amount vou can assist in the expansion
of Raiwind Christian Institute. Send
your gifts clearly designated "Priority
Project of the Month" through your
conference treasurer or, if your conference permits, direct to: The Treasurer, Board of Missions of The Methodist Church, 475 Riversid~ Drive,
New York, New York 10027.

PRIORITY PROJECT STATUS REPORT
Here is a summary of goals nchieved and needs still nhend.
Girts Received
Contributions for The Priority Project of the Month,
as of May 15, 1966
$ 17,097
Goals Achieved
Union Theologicnl Seminary, Mexico City, Mexico, library books
$ 5,000
College of West Africa, Monrovia, Liberin, Industrial nrts equipment $ 6,600
Priority Projects Still Needinl! Aid
• Evangelical Rural Ins titute, Itnpina, Brazil, stat! housing
$ 2,403
• Tyrand Parish, Wes t Virg inia, Land, machinery and equipment
$ 25,000
• Ganta, Liberia, l'jlementa ry school addition
$ 12,500
• Wonju, Korea, Union Chris tian H ospital, Chest x-ray mnchine
$ G,000
• Mameyes, Puerto Rico, Medical clinic equipment nnd building
$ 25,000
• Pakur, India, Jidato High School, new boys' hostel
$ 40,000
• Rniwind , Pnkistnn, Rniwi nd Chris tian Institute, facility expa nsion $ 40,000
• Revolving Book Funds, for worldwide use
$100,000
When sufficient funds have been received to aid the top priority project, additional gifts then will be applied to the next in line until nil of the goals have
been met.

Board of Missions of The Methodist Church
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September is a month of new beginnings,
of taking a fresh look at things. What we
hope this issue will do is give you a fresh
look at several topics of perennial interest.
First among these is the old, old subject of
understanding between Christians and Jews.
This is an area where Christians certainly
ought to have a bad conscience but hopefully one where we are beginning to be more
self-critical. Rabbi Brickner points out in his
article that we need to think about Jews
both as inheritors of an old religion and as
they are today in American society.
Other religions, with not such close ties as
Judaism, are examined in the feature on
primitive art. Art is only one aspect of a religion, of course, but today we may be able to
look at these works with new eyes.
An area of the world closely associated
with primitive art is Africa, but there are
many modem forms of art that come out of
Africa. l'vliss Rivers mentions some of these
in her article on the First World Festival of
Negro Arts, held Inst spring in Dakar. Not all
Negro art is African, and Miss Rivers has
some things to say about American contributions to the Festival.
Also in Africa but more widely known to
church people is the famous hospital at Lambarene in Gabon, founded by Dr. Albert
Schweitzer and run by him until his death a
year ago this month. When an institution is
so closely identified with one man, the queslion always arises as to what will happen to
it after his death. We examine what is happening at Lambarene today.
Our cover this month shows Dr.
Schweitzer's grave. The photograph was
taken through roses on the grave.
Back in the United States, we take a look
at the "famous" community of Watts in Los
Angeles. So much has been written (and so
little done) about the problems of Watts
that we are concentrating on the people who
live there and their thoughts and reactions.
This month marks the traditional salute to
the laboring man. We bring you three stories
that touch on this theme-from Tokyo,
where young workers keep pouring into a
large city; from the UN, where training programs are being set up around the world;
and, once again, from Watts where the lack
of jobs is a major sore spot.
In more traditional missionary terms, Mr.
Maynard tells us how Latin America is becoming both a "sending" and a "receiving"
area, and describes new projects there.

PHOTOCRAPHIC CREDITS

Pp . 7, 8, 9, 10, RNS
P. 11, UAHC
P. 13, IBC
Pp. 16, 17, 18, 19. Mondadori from Pictorial
Pp. 20, 21, Edwin H. Maynard
Pp . 22, 24, 25, 26 , 27. 28 . 29, Sam Tamashiro
Pp. 30, 33 , 34, 35, 36, 37, Charles Uht, from
the Museum of Primit ive Art
P. 38, Work with Non-English-Speaking People
P. 41, Harwood School
Pp . 42, 43 , UN
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LETTERS
DENTAL HEALTH AND THERAPY
PROGRAM IN INDIA
\Ve realize that we have not accomplished
some of the goals we set out to reach in India,
when we came five years ago.
However, we did establish a pioneer dental
health program among our Christian school
hostels here in north India, using a portable
dental trailer.
More than 16,000 children and young people
have received adequate dental treatment and
health education through the use of the dental
trailer. The workers were supplied from the
dental clinic here at the Clara Swain Hospital,
Bareilly, India. Our most faithful worker was a
lady dentist, Miss Anklesaria.
The small, pilot occupational therapy program
started late in 1956 has now grown into a fullfledged physical medicine department in a new
and modern building. This department includes
a physical therapy unit, an occupational therapy
unit, and a brace and prosthesis shop unit. The
building and equipment have been made available because of India's friends in the churches
in America.
DR. AND Mns. EuGENE RIEL
3432 Southern Blvd., Dayton, 01.io
ALASKA TOUR
The Eskimo members of the choir at The
Methodist Church in Nome sang a special number for us. On Saturday night we enjoyed a
church supper of Alaskan delicacies. \Ve were
introduced to the nursing and medical staff
members at Maynard-McDougall Hospital. At
the Lavinia Wallace Young Community Center
we were introduced to native crafts.
The Alaska Methodist Mission Tour (of 42
persons) left Portland, Oregon, on May 16, following tlie meetings of tlie Seventh Assembly of
the \Voman's Society of Christian Service.
We were royally entertained by Methodists in
Ketchikan, Juneau, Seward, Nome, Anchorage,
Kotzebue, and Fairbanks.
Visits to the new Jesse Lee Home for children, and Alaska Methodist University, in
Anchorage, helped in making the work of the
Board of Missions "come alive" for us.
RUTH I. POPE
National Div., Methodist Board of Missions
475 Riverside Drive, New York City
PRACTICAL PROGRESS
FOR MALAYSIAN SCHOOL
Our agricultural school, as such, completed
one year in June, 1965, and most of the students
arc now employed in agricultural work.
In January, 1966, the school was merged with
a new Methodist Secondary School-combining
academic and vocational agriculture here at
Bukit Lan.
The local people feel that this was a desirable
and useful step.
For months, we watched an ancient bulldozer
take small chunks out of one of our hills, preparing the school site.
The agriculture students will not have to go
far for their field work. The school adjoins the
orange grove, and overlooks the farm fish pond,
the vegetable gardens, and the goat barn.
We feel grateful that we have enlisted the
help of the World Council of Churches in promoting this project.
THE \VIANTS
Bukit Lan Methodist Service Centre
Metl10dist Office, P. 0. Box 155
Sibu, Sarawak, Malaysia
4
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LITERACY DRIVE PENETRATES BOLIVIA
I am concerned for the millions of women
whose children are now going to school, while
they ( the mothers) do not know how to read
and write. However, it is a thrill:ng tas~c to help
in rousing the consciences of young people toward teaching mothers and others who have
never had a chance to become literate.
In the Bible Institutes we had in June there
were a number of girls who could be "heroines"
of stories. The Mission is flying three of these
Institute girls out into one of the "near savage"
areas where they will work on literacy and evangelism during their short vacation time.
Allalit (literacy organization) is really
penetrating here. It came in at the right time,
and is growing so fast we cannot keep up with
it.
EULALIA COOK
Allalit Boliviano
Casilla No. 1466
Cochabamba, Bolivia
THE ROLE OF THE CHURCH
IN EDUCATION IN RHODESIA
At a Board of Education meeting we were
again urged to open more secondary schools.
But also we were faced with the very high percentage of failures in our present schools. After
thinking about what we have done in education
in Rhodesia, and after examining the record, I
feel that the church's best role would be in concentrating upon the quality of our present
schools-try to improve standards and lessen
the failure rate. Education in Rhodesia beyond
the first five years is still scarce.
This would require much attention, study,
and money. But I think that the rewards would
be far greater than they now are. Of course the
church is under tremendous pressure.
ROGER HARMON
19 Harrow Ave.
Avondale, Salisbury, Rhodesia
1966 address: c/ o Methodist Board
475 Riverside, N.Y.C.
YOUNG PEOPLE RALLY IN KARACHI
For two years we have been holding citywide, interdenominational youth rallies in
Urdu. These rallies have stimulated much interest among the young people, and have provided good opportunities for young Christians to
get acquainted.
Last spring we began a similar series of rallies
in the English medium.
The ecumenical aspects of the Christian life
here are stimulating. We took the Methodist
Youth Fellowship group of the Brooks Memorial
Church to the Catholic seminary for an afternoon retreat led by one of the Franciscan
fathers. This proved to be a rewarding and encouraging experience.
Morning and evening, day after day, we hear
the cry in Arabic from the mosque : "God is
great!" Indeed we have found Him so.
MARK AND SUSAN GARRISON
1966 address: c/o The Rev. M. Garrison
6155 Arrowhead Drive
Sylvania, Ohio, 43560
PRAISE FROM EAST ST. LOUIS
\Ve want to thank \VOllLD OUTLOOK for the
fine article concerning the East St. Louis Parish
[Feb. 1966, "Working Together in East St.
Louis"]. This was read by many, and I think
it helped to give growth to the faith of people
in their own work.
THE REVEREND JA~!ES SIMMS
Field Representative, Urban Missions
7 Kenwood Dr., Belleville, Illinois
OUTREACH IN PERU
This year we have been able to name to the
developing program in the North Zone four

full-time workers. We believe that we can now
give a new base to our Methodist work here in
the metropolitan area.
We have six places of worship, and two wellorganized social centers.
We are looking forward to tlie development
of a clinic at the Pedregal Center, and to a
closer cooperation among all the workers in this
area in programs of literacy, Christian literature,
and the promotion of health and family planning.
ELTON AND JANICE WATLINGTON
Apartado 1386, Lima, Peru
FAVORABLE PUBLICITY FOR
KENTUCKY COLLEGE
On behall of Sue Bennett College I would like
to express appreciation for tlie article recently
printed in WORLD OUTI.om;: ("Opportunity in
Kentucky"-p. 42, June W. 0., 1966).
We have had several favorable comments on
tl1is article, and we are sure it will help publicize our work here in Kentucky.
EARL F. HAYS, President
Sue Bennett College, London, Ky.
"FOOD FOR THE MIND"
Food for the mind is our special concern here
at the Publishing House. The demand for the
printing of Bibles is greater tlian ever. Our ·
presses have been working on night shifts to
meet deadlines for orders of gospel portions,
New Testaments, and Bibles in Hindi.
EUNICE H. SLUYTER
Lucknow Publishing House
37, Cantonment Rd., Lucknow, U.P. India
"CHRISTIANS ARE FOUND
IN ALL CATEGORIES"
The letter in the April, 1966, issue of WORLD
OUTLOOK under the signatures of Paul and
Mabel Wagner may be misleading. ("It Costs
Something to be a Christian," p. 4).
Socially, the converts from backward classes
are occupying a far higher position in the society than they originally did.
As to the statement: "Our Christian young
men are often denied work because of their religious affiliation" there are more Christians in
government service than would have been possible if these were employed on the basis of
numerical strength of the Christian community.
For example, in state banks twenty-five percent employees are Christians. Christians arc
found in all categories of service. Since the Independence of India, Christians here are in a
better position with regard to service in government.
BISHOP JOHN A. SunHAN (Retired)
Post Box 162, Hyderabad-I, India
"PROBLEM HOMES MAKE
PROBLEM CHILDREN"
At Epworth Village we are in the process of
changing from custodial care to providing group
care for children who are having adjustment
problems in their family situations. Problem
families tend to make problem children.
Our social case workers counsel with the parents, and the children who are in tlie Village.
Our goal at the time of placement is to work
toward the child's leaving the Village, eventually. Children are sometimes placed in foster
homes if they cannot return home.
\Ve think that there is need for constant reevaluation of our program. The staff members
work together in recreation, religious training,
constructive work, supervised academic help,
and involvement in wholesome community activities, to help each child.
BETTY BARNES
Director of Social Service
Epworth Village, 19th & Div. Sts.
York, Nebraska 68467
WORLD OUTLOOK
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CRUSADE AGAINST HUNGER, by Ira
W. Moomaw. New York, 1966: Harper
and Row; 200 pages, $3.95.
The author of this volume-a farmer from
Canton, Ohio, and an agricultural missionary
for forty -years-presents the story of the
Christian churches' effort to relieve the
hunger of the world's nations by teaching
people to improve and increase their use of
seed and soil, forest, and irrigation. It is the
story of widespread service by agricultural
missionaries from America and Europe, especially, to help men of so-called underdeveloped and impoverished nations and areas
to improve their own food supply and their
way of life. It is the relatively new approach
to feeding the hungry-not by pauperizing,
but by imparting knowledge, skill, and hope.
The first third of the book is autobiographical: the experiences of the young Church of
the Brethren farmer-missionary who went to
India in 1926, and studied the conditions of
India's farmlands and farmers; his appraisal
of problems, and his efforts to do something
about them-"dying chicks, nematodes on
the tomato roots, and problems of the villages for. which we had no answers"; and
then ( 1946) his call to join the staff of the
growing Agricutural Missions, Inc.
The remainder of the volume is a lively
narrative of the many and widespread efforts
on every continent to initiate crusades and
institutions to help the world's poorest farmers and villagers to improve their own lot.
These efforts were usually begun by the
Christian missionaries, often aided by the
national governments of the areas, and always with counsel and encouragement from
Agricultural Missions, Inc. Out of these
pioneering efforts have come many of the
objectives and procedures in which the relief
services of all churches, the organizations ·of
the United Nations, research foundations,
the Peace Corps, and many other governmental and private groups are involved.
Dr. Moomaw looks also at the services of
Christian missionaries and their agriculturally-trained national associates today in India,
Africa, Japan, Peru, Brazil, Bolivia, Korea,
the Philippines, Pakistan and elsewhere in
their crusades against hunger and poverty.
Throughout the pages that are packed with
human interest as the problems and achievements of devoted men arc po1traycd, the
reader catches also the experience, the philosophy, and the wisdom acquired by the
narrator in forty years devoted tirelessly to
this cause. The whole is a moving and timely document-giving both information and
inspiration.
In a closing chapter ("Midnight or l\forning?"), Dr. Moomaw reaches a deeply spiritual note: "God's plan that the earth become
a peaceful and kindly home for all mankind
is clear. The prophets of old proclaimed it;
the Lord gave his life for it. The 'revolution
of rising hope' in our time can be viewed as
part of that plan. This presents to the
Church a summons to mission that no other
agency can fulfill. The mission is to express
SEPTEMBER 1966

God's love and concern by means of great
deeds as well as by words."
CREATIVE BROODING, by Robert A.
Raines. New York, 1966: Macmillan
Co.; 126 pages, $2.95.
Perhaps the first thing that strikes one concerning this little book by the author of bestselling New Life in the Church is the unique
title. In a sense the author-editor has given
the Anglo-Saxon derivative brood (which
basically means sitting upon eggs) a new
meaning. The late Bishop William F. Oldham used often to speak of "God brooding
over the affairs of men." \Vebster defines
brooding by humans as: "Given to meditating moodily or sullenly"-but Dr. Raines
seems to omit the gloom, and with the adjective creative he gives this type of meditation a new and perhaps healthier outlook.
The brooding he recommends is defined
as "the sort of 'sitting on an idea' that often
yields fresh insight. It's the kind of fruitful
pondering a man may do in the solitude of
early morning or late evening, or when protected by the anonymity of a commuter
train or bus .... Yet creative brooding depends as much on ,,what's going on inside
you as around you.
The thirty-four brief readings (for thirtyfour days) are designed to sharpen thought
and promote reflection, according to the subtitle. Each of the thought-sharpening meditations is introduced by a "reflection"usually a human interest incident or story
from contemporary writers or public figures.
This story is followed by biblical quotations
related to or amplifying the theme; and then
follows a prayer by Dr. Raines. The whole
does give the reader one concrete thought to
explore to the depths-and for the day.
Now there are many books appearing
each year suggesting what one should read
and meditate upon daily. Too many of them
are preachments and "old stuff"-without
much that the reader hasn't been familiar
with from Sunday school days on. The new
value in Dr. Raines is that the stories told by
the writers and public figures arc of recent
vintage, and each has been chosen for some
new door, or window, or avenue it opens to
truth not often enough seen and proclaimed
from our pulpits and classes. Each is something to brood upon-and something which
may create new ideas and new attitudes.
The writers who appear (directly quoted)
on these pages include: Alan Paton, Gay
Talese, Dag Hammarskjold, James Baldwin,
Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Loren Eiseley, John
Keats, Oscar Wilde, Martin Luther King, N.
Richard Nash, Viktor Frankl, Moss Hart.
The prayers by Dr. Raines are brief and
relevant.
THE IRREVERSIBLE DECISION, by
Robert C. Batchelder. New York,
1965: Macmillan Co.; 306 pages,
$2.45.
The "decision" was that made by President Truman and his military-scientific advisers in 1945 to manufacture and then drop
the first atomic bomb-thus ushering in the
so-called Atomic Age. It was and is "irreversible"-the killing of thousands of non-

combatants can never be withdrawn or
changed ; no matter what laws and rules may
and can be established by nations in decades
ahead, there will forever stand the precedent that the U. S. A. once dropped an
atomic bomb on a heavily populated and
relatively defenseless city.
Dr. Batchelder devotes the major part of
his 300 pages to a description of the historic
events that led to the fateful decisions: ( 1)
to attempt to make the "new bomb" and (2)
when made, to drop one on Hiroshima and
another on Nagasaki; and to the still-debated
ethical-and even social and militaryrights and wrongs of those decisions. One
might readily judge that Dr. Batchelder is
more ethically sensitive than were those who
made the final decisions-though he seems
to be painstaking in presenting the points of
view, the motives, and the ethical bases of
the decision-makers.
The book is deary written. It is well
documented from the words, written and
spoken, of the small number of persons who
knew what was going to happen .
The author does not make any final judgment of the right or wrong of President
Truman's approval of the bomb and the
bombing. He does show the dilemma of the
President and the nation. He presents all
sides of the case to his readers and the world
as a jury. But it may take the unfolding of
many centuries of history for any jury to
reach a unanimous decision.
JUDSON CONCORDANCE TO HYMNS.
hy Thomas B. l\foDormand and Fred:
crick S. Crossman. Valley Forge, Pa.,
1965: The Judson Press; 375 pages,
$7.50.
Many compilers of reference books have,
experimented with the idea of a concordance
that would locate any line of any of the more
widely used hymns that a minister, or a
musician, or a student might wish to find.
And a few compilers have come up with
concordances that have been fairly satisfactory.
But Messrs. McDormand and Crossman
have devised a method that-working with
a number of hymnals-is simple, reasonably
complete, and yet not too bulky (only 375
pages) . The index is in two parts. Part I lists
alphabetically the first lines (which are generally also the titles) of 2,342 hymns which
appear in the most widely used denominational and youth hymnals and gospel songbooks (27 books in all) of the United States
and Canada. Each title-line is given a number ( 1 to 2,342) according to its alphabetical position.
Part II gives each line of each of the
2,342 hymns according to an alphabetical
arrangement of one key word in each line.
For example (the word in italics being the
key word of that line):
"There is no anxious care too slight" ..
1978
"We to thy guardian cam commit"_ . 643
The number after each line indicates the first
line title in Part I. Only one word is keyed
and alphabetically arranged for each line; no
references are made to particular hymnals:
these two simplifications hold down the size
of the volume and its cost.
[ 429]
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above water. But Vietnam is only a
symptom of what "developing nations" consider the tendency of the
rich nations to do things for strictly
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"developing nations" of Africa, Asia
agreed
to
the
obligation for the forms
and Latin America.
of
aid
mentioned
above (which is
These representatives made it clear
about
where
the
average "liberal"
that from their point of view, the
American
has
gotten
himself), sentistruggle in the world today is not
ment
in
the
poorer
nations
is increasbetween the capitalist west and the
turning
against
such
forms as
ingly
communist east but between the rich
bilateral
foreign
aid,
foreign
missions
north (which includes both the
(in
its
usual
sense),
and
independent
United States and Russia) and the
charities. Here the American of good
poor south.
Now, this is certainly not the first will is apt to feel betrayed. Why
time that such a viewpoint has been should he be attacked for trying to
stated but perhaps the message had do what he has been told he should.
The answers are complex but they
never come through so loud and clear
can
be summed up in one wordbefore to both Americans and Ruscharity.
The degradation of this word
sians. To Americans particularly,
from its original powerful invocation
whose preoccupation with the Vietof love to its present tattered state is
nam war has tended to reinforce Cold
a profound and bitter commentary
War ways of thinking, it came as a
on the nature of human sin. Leaving
peculiar shock to realize that much this aside, the concept of charity to
of the world thinks in entirely dif- people in the poorer nations implies
ferent terms. More specifically, much condescension and control.
of the world sees the United States
What the poor want is justice. They
not as the champion of freedom seek- want aid, all right, in fact they must
ing to defend smaller states against have it unless they are to sink into
totalitarianism but as the conserva- chaos and destruction. What they
tive defender of the status quo whose want, however, is aid as a right, aid
motives and actions are often suspect. which cannot be withdrawn simply
The Vietnam War certainly rein- at the discretion of the donor, aid
forces this feeling since enormous which places them under obligation
quantities of money and supplies are only to themselves.
being spent there while other nations
Is such a wish possible in this
are struggling to keep their heads imperfect world? Of course it is, in
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theory. Rich nations could guarantee
(or even be taxed) one or two percent of their gross national product
to an international fund for the economic aid of the developing nations.
As to the question of means, there
can be no real argument. As Barbara
Ward so tellingly put it in Geneva,
"When we get to Heaven and St.
Peter asks, 'What did you do to help
the poor?' and we reply, 'I gave three
tenths of one percent of my national
income', I don't think it's going to be
enough."
The question of will is the crucial
one. Are we really committed enough
to spend great sums of money to
enable other people to help themselves and to do so without any immediate promise of thanks or gratitude? We should be. If the Christian
concept of stewardship means any- .
thing, it surely means something like
this.
But old habits die hard. If there
is one thing that the riots in the
United States clearly indicate, it is
that the "war on poverty" needs to be
increased immensely and that really
big amounts of money must be put
into improving the lot of the poor.
There is as yet no assurance that we
have learned this lesson.
What we have not learned on a
national scale we certainly have not
learned on an international scale. Yet
the lesson is as clear. This world cannot live half rich and half poor.
Money alone is not the answer to
the world's problems. That is a truth
but one which comes with very bad
grace from the mouths of rich men.
There are those of us who are
squeamish about thinking about our
Christian commitments in terms of
money. This dilemma might be approached by thinking in terms of love
and justice. Justice is what the poor
say they want; they claim that they
are starving to deatl1 on our "love."
To Christians, love may be a higher
virtue than justice but it cannot exist
independently of the desire for justice. It is only by agreeing to law that
justice becomes a reality; it is only in
a context of implied justice tliat most
situations of human trust (the beginnings of love) take place. If this is a
long way from optimistic "do-goodism", so be it. God has a way of speaking to us out of anger and indifference.
WORLD OUTLOOK
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JUDAISMNEW LOOK OR ANCIENT FAITH?
by Balfour Brickner
In spite of the new era of good feeling in this country, do Christians
still really understand Jews? Can we reconcile the modern Jew
with the "Old Testament" image? Rabbi Brickner is director of
the Commission on Interfaith Activities, jointly sponsored by the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations, the Central Conference
of American Rabbis, and the Jewish Chautauqua Society.
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"Jetcs are as different from their grandfathers
who lived in the Russian Pale of Settlement
as American Christians are f ram their Italian,
Irish, or German forebears." Chagall's painting, ''The Yellow Rabbi," pays homage to his
Russian 11011/h.
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IT is ~IY PIU\'ILEGE constantly to meet
with Christian groups and to address
them on topics related to American Jews
and Judaism. It is not an easy assignment, and the more frequently I do it,
the more I realize why it is so difficult.
Judaism is over three thousand years
old. In those three and a half millennia
many streams, many motifs, changes and
currents have shaped this faith and its
adherents. Merely to sort out these various strands is a full-time task. Theologians and historians are constantly engaged in that process.
In many instances the presentation of
Judaism by Jews challenges established
images and concepts which American
non-Jews have of the Jews and Judaism.
Jvlost of these concepts were shaped in
Sunday school classrooms at a most elementary level. Though not stereotypes,
they are, understandably, overly simplified and often inaccurate. Any Christian
h·ying to apply these naive images of the
Jew to the Jew he meets in the modern
setting is bound to be confused, if not
completely frustrated. And Jews and
Christians are meeting one another on an
intensified basis. As at no previous time in
our history, Jews and Christians exchange
ideas, impart information freely, and even
disagree openly with each other. The
word "Jew" is no longer a word to be
whispered surreptitiously after a furtive
glance.
Christians still tend to think of Jews
in a "Biblical image," as bearded patriarchs, as a people in some way still
bound between the pages of an ancient
book called the Bible. Palestine (now
Israel) is still viewed as the Jews' real
home, outside of which they live as exiled tempormy h·ansients. A feeling
seems to prevail that Judaism began and
ended with the Hebrew Bible, and that
the Jews walking the earth today are a
kind of anachronism, or, as Arnold Toynbee once put it so ineptly and so regretfully, Jews are "a fossilized group" propelled by some antique energy-a carryover from bygone clays. Jews are viewed
as a kind of massive flywheel from which
the power has been shut off but which
continues to turn over by virtue of an
inertia which will soon expend itself. I
sometimes imagine that Christians expect me to have just walked out of the
Sinai Desert, turbaned and robed, with
my camel and ten wives parked right
outside.
Obviously, there is a real difference
between the Jew of today and his prototype of yesteryear. One need not go back
as far as the Bible to find the vast qualitative differences; they arc of an ideological and sociological variety. Jews arc
as different from their grandfathers who
lived in the Russian Pale of Settlement

as American Christians are from their
Italian, Irish, or German forebears. Jews
are different, yet very much the same. It
is this seeming paradox that makes an
understanding of J cws and their faith
so fascinating and so perplexing. They
are not like any other faith or group or
people, yet they arc all of these.
Judaism Did Not Begin and
End With the Bible
Hebraism, the religion of the Hebrews,
those architects of our spiritual, cultural,
and historical heritage, began before the
Bible was written down. It ended when
the Roman general Titus sacked Jemsalem in the year 70 of the Common Era
and irrevocably destroyed the temple. It
was only after that tragic experience that
Judaism really began.
The word Judaism comes from the
appellation given by the Romans to those
non-Christian, non-pagan, non-Roman,
one-God worshipers who lived in the re- .
maining province of Canaan called Judea,
and who were historically and ethnically
related to the Hebrews.
The Pharisees
Judaism developed under a group of
religious thinkers and leaders known as
Pharisees. This comes as something of a
shock to many Christians, since b·aditionally Christian teaching portrays the
Phmisees as "whited sepulchres" or
worse. There they are portrayed as the
veiy incarnation of evil, linked with hypocrites and other undesirable characters
(see Matthew 2.3:3). But the tmth is that
this group, whom Christians have always
been taught to regard with suspicion and
derision, is the very element which, second only to the prophets, gave. a new
face to an ancient faith and which indeed did much to create Judaism. Jews,
from the first century on, revered their
teachings and to a large measure observantly followed their doctrines. Judaism even in its most modern expressions
is as influenced by the decisions of the
Pharisaic rabbis as it is by the teachings
of the Bible. It was their rabbinic insights which were eventually distilled
and codified in the Talmud and Jewish
religious law known as Twlaclw. The
Bible was, and remains, a wellspring of
inspiration, fascination and faith, the
fountain of why Jews live committed to
the commandments of the Divine. But
for the Jew, the lwlacha was and is even
today the handbook of how to so live;
how to regulate life J ewishly, how to
h·eat his neighbor with love, how to eat,
how to be married, how to die and how
to be buried. To some degree the traditional Jew is characterized by such obvious and well-known behavior patterns
as observance of the dietary laws, and
WORLD OUTLOOK
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"Tli(J establishment of Israel is the fulfillment
of a two thousand year old Jewish dream,
Messianic or otherwise." This ho!J is a student in a Talmud Torah school in Jerusalem.
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by such concepts as belief in resurrection,
immortality of body and soul, waiting for
the Messiah, synagogal prayer as a vehicle for communion with God. These
beliefs and patterns are found not in the
Bible but in the Talmud, the rabbinic,
Pharisaic literature of the post-biblical
age. This literature has a history and a
tndition of as long a duration as all
Christendom. It was, until most recent
times, studied, memorized and actually
lived by every Jew in the world from the
moment he could :first understand the
language until the day of his death. From
the moment a Jew arose in the morning
until the hour he put his head on his
pillow at night, he lived more by rabbinic
law than ever he did by Biblical injunction, and this because Judaism is a religion of doing the mitzvot (the Divine
imperatives) even more than it was/is a
religion of beliefs demonstrated by worship in a sanctuary. Neither the expression nor the practice of Judaism is dependent upon the sanctuary.
If Judaism's synagogues were suddenly
put to the torch (as they often were),
Judaism would continue relatively intact.
Judaism is directly dependent on the
vital continuation of a home, a family,
and a world in which the mitzvot
can be practiced. This is something
which (thank God) no tyrant, no militant
anti-Semite ever really understood. This
is why the Jew could and did survive
throughout the ages despite every brutal
effort (some on a very large scale) to
blot him out. One of the rabbinic phrases
Jews are most fond of quoting illustrates
this reality. In a rabbinic tome we are
told that God once sighed to His angels
about the Jewish people: "Would that
they would forsake M (belief in My
existence) and do my commandments."
Love and Law
How is it possible for Christians to
have so completely missed so basic a
point, and as a result, come to so much
unnecessary confusion over, and misunderstanding of, the Jew and Judaism?
History, at least as Jewish scholarship
views it, gives us an answer. When Paul
sought to establish the primacy of love
(an emotion everyone could understand
and experience) he sought to do so at
the expense of J mvish law, a discipline to
which everyone who was not already a
Jew might not be willing to submit.
Jewish law, which demanded such permanent and detailed rites as circumcision,
sabbath and 110Iiday observance, marriage restrictions, rules for diet and dress,
became at least secondary, if not an impediment to the newly emerging Pauline
doctrine of love and reverence for tl1e
spirit of Christ. This law had to be
placed in a subservient position. Since

the Pharisees · were the interpreters of
Biblical law, who transposed it into an
applicability for their day, they represented this law, which, incidentally,
Jesus studied and by which he lived (see
Matthew 5). They had to be placed in a
position of partial if ·not total discredit.
As the gap between Judaism and Christianity widened, rabbinic law became increasingly important to Jews and Judaism. Christian opposition to that law and
to those who were its spokesmen intensified at a corresponding rate. This, at least,
is the Jewish view. It is at variance with
Christian interpretation of the same
period of history which sees the Gospel
and Christ, and not the mitzvot and the
rabbis, as the fulfillment of the Hebrew
Bible. The result is an impasse, a failure
to understand one another. Thus, a face
of Judaism lies perpetually shaded from
Christian ken.
It is not surprising then that Christians
should view the continuation of Judaism
with amazed wonderment. They have not
been exposed to the real reasons for that
survival. And many Christian teachers
have been content to express such oversimplified, and to the Jew, totally inaccurate, clicbe descriptions of the difference between Jews and Christians as:
"Judaism is a religion of harsh justice
and severe law while Christianity is a
faith of love and mercy and grace."
To anyone wishing to make such inconect distinctions there need only be
recalled the message of the Hebrew
Hosea, the prophet of love, or the Song
of Songs, that deathless rhapsody of and
to love. Is not the immortal "Thou shalt
love the Lord thy God \vith all thy heait,
with all thy soul and with all thy
might . . ." the very core of Hebraic
and Judaistic faith? As for "harsh justice,"
surely early Christianity dealt with its
period of Gnosticism in ways which at
times could be considered legally harsh
in tl1e extreme. The truth is tl1at both
Christianity and Judaism are and must
be a confluence of botli elements-love
and law; for life itself can be lived only
by the application of both attributes in
oscillating measure.
A Jewish Reformation

Pharisaic Judaism, which so dominated Judaism from the first to the nineteentli centuries, is only one facet of the
"new face" of a faith by now grown old.
As Catholicism had its "Protestant"
movement, so did Judaism. In the 19th
century, Judaism underwent a Reformation of its own, where the strictures of
lwlaclia were challenged and discarded
by a not insignificant element of the
Jewish people. If today one meets Jews
who seem indistinguishable from the
rest of the populace with whom they live,
WORLD OUTLOOK
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a radical departure from "the Biblical
image," it is as a result of this Reformation. Indeed, this revolution has given a
totally new face to an ancient faith. This
non-traditional expression is a valid
Judaism in the same way that Protestantism is a bona fide Christianity. It is good
to note here that the spirit of ecumenicity
is extending even to the ranks of Judaism.
If fifty years ago our Orthodox brethren
did violently disagree with this claim,
today the enmity toward non-orthodox
Judaism is not so exb·eme.
This non-orthodox face of Judaism is
particularly obvious to Catholics and
Protestants, for it is with the liberal, religiously non-orthodox Jew that Christians are most likely to come in contact
through seminars, discussions, dialogues,
inteneligious visitations and mutual social action in community affairs. The
traditionalist remains somewhat aloof
from interreligious contacts. He is only
now beginning to emerge from his chrysalis of voluntary isolation. When he
does, the Christian will meet a Jew deeply pious, uniquely disciplined, beautifully
faithful, while at the same time urbane
and sophisticated, successfully at home
in both worlds of modernity and antiquity, fusing one into the other in a
creative synthesis. It will be still another
new face to an ancient faith.
Differences That Unite
Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, certainly unidentified Jews have vast and
deep differences of theology and practice; yet we are held together and clearly distinguishable from Christians. This
is the enigmatic "rub" often referred to.
The phenomena that bind Jews together
are greater than those that divide them.
Jews all worship or have regard for, or
at least give deference to, the same
"Adonoi Echod," the same one invisible,
incorporeal, totally spiritual God. Jews
share a sense of peoplehood. They are
bound by a common history, unique to
them and different from anyone else's. To
use the word "Jew" is to be projected
immediately into history-the past. It is
impossible to define the Jew by any
criterion without reference to what was.
It affects what Jews are and what they
shall become. To the degree that a Jew
tries to dissociate himself from his history
or his people-that is, from his community-he seeks to assimilate. In America,
Jews have reversed the assimilatory
process. This fact brings us to a third
facet of the new face of this ancient faith:
the sociological.
Survival-The New Jewish Quest
Sociologically Jews have achieved a
definite measure of security in America.
In a world that now seems to be moving
quickly from the melting pot, the way
12
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to cultmal and religious pluralism, Jews
no longer view themselves as a minority
group.
Rather, Jews see themselves as one of
a number of pluralities, all of equal value
if not of equal number. Jews seek their
survival Jewishly. No Jewish leader, rabbinic or lay, is in such a position in order
"to put himself out of business." Quite
the reverse. Jews, having integrated into
American society, now seek ways to
avoid being assimilated by it. Jews wish
to remain a sectarian, particularistic
group, a "separate but equal" element in
the American fabric. They have ceased
being diffident about their identification
and have created a strong (national and
local) organizational life by which to intensify this "survivalistic" urge. This new
"face" requires some reevaluation of
Jews by Christians.
No "Protestant Jews"
If up to no\v Christians have viewed
Jews "Biblically" or theologically, they
will now have to recognize that survival,
while it cannot succeed without a full
measure of faith, cannot be defined in
faith terms alone. In recent years Christian leaders, writers, and thinkers have
quite properly challenged American
Jewry to more clearly define itself in
tenns of belief. Do Jews still see themselves as a Chosen People, a people with
a mission, a people with an unshakable
belief in a God who operates in and
through history? American Jews are now
in the process of seeking fresh, relevant
answers to those old questions. They
realize, as one great national leader put it
some years ago, that "there must be inner
faith before there is inter-faith." But,
Jews can never be defined either by
Christians or to Christians in faith terms
alone. TI1ere can never be a "Protestant
Jew" or a "Catholic Jew." History, peoplehood, a sense of Jewish community
press down upon them too heavily for
such definitions. Strange as it may seem,
the Jewish community numbers among it
Jews who are atheists and who are nonetheless Jews. This is not a contradiction
in terms as would be the phrase "Christian atheist." Such a person would be a
Gentile, not a Christian. There is an element of the cultural about Jews that cannot be denied and should not be ignored.
Whether the American (or for that
matter, world) Jewish community can
survive another three or four generations
remains to be seen, for freedom is the
foe of all tribes and in America, Jews
have lived more tribally than faithfully.
It is a paradox that freedom, the virtue
for which Jews have historically yearned
and in behalf of which Jewish communities labor, may yet destroy the Jewish
community. I am optimistic that this will

not happen, for Jews have an enormous
capacity to adjust and to assimilate community forces to them rather than be
assimilated by the community. It is in
this quest for survival that the non-Jewish world can be most helpful, by its
frank questioning and by its interreligious
interest.
Israel-A Christian Sensitivity
One cannot direct his attention to the
subject of the new face of an ancient
faith without turning to Israel. The emergence of that state has given a new
visage to an old, wrinkled, and sometimes
tired countenance.
Aside from Israel's practical value as a
haven for the unwanted and the rejected,
a refuge, the existence of which took
many nations, including our own, off the
embanassing hook of moral indifference
or political ineptitude, there is a theological consideration in the revivification
of Israel which ought to be of interest .
to Christians.
Some Christian theologies have suggested that the Jewish loss of the Holy
Land was the Divine sign that Israel's
universal mission had come to a close,
handed over to "the fellowship which
Christ gathered around him." The reestablishment and restoration of Israel has
at least buried that nonsensical thesis.
But of far greater significance is the
truth that the presence of this new state
has given a pride to the Jewish people.
The establishment of Israel is the fulfillment of a two thousand year old Jewish
dream, Messianic or othenvise. Cluistians should be sensitive to this.
Israel, while a political state, a nation
among nations, is much more. It is a
concept, a part of Jewish peoplehood, a
part of JC\vish self-definition. While nonIsraeli Jews have no political allegiances
to Israel, the majority of Jews do feel
loyalties to Israel and to her future development. Were Israel to fail, Jews
everywhere would feel the loss.
The "book" of which Jews are the people is an open-ended one to which Jews
have been adding chapters for generations. As a secure people, enjoying the
fruits of pluralism, Jews seek a deepening
of their faith through intensified historical and cultural awareness. Jewish continuation is related to Israel, the place
and the idea.
America gives Jews an opportunity to
do whatever they wish and to be whatever they choose to become. In terms of
vital religious becoming, Jews and Christians share a common concern. For now
all of us, threatened as we are by the
deep, though inarticulated, religious
apathy of many of our constituents, must
turn jointly to the task of finding a place
for God in this His world.
WORLD OUTLOOK
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SERVING

THE YOUNG WORKERS OF TOKYO
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Tokyo is now the world's largest city and still the migration of young workers to the
city continues. What can Christians do to help these workers, the vast majority of
whom are non-Christian? The Rev. Mr. Cox, a minister and trained social worker, tells
I of the program that is being attempted at the Airindan Community Center.
1
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by Samuel E. Cox

A Cluistian foreman of a large construction company in Tokyo made the
I following remarks recently:
I am a progressive in my outlook and
I am an active member of the Socialist
Party. As a matter of principle I have
always fought for higher wages and
j
welfare benefits for employees. But rej
cently I have had serious doubts about
prosperity. Most of our workers are
I counh-y boys away from the traditional
conb·ol of their families and village life
for the first time. They are young and
inexperienced and for some it is the
first time they have ever had cash
money in their pockets. Rather than
save for their futures they usually
spend their entire salary on drink and
women, often on the very night of
their payday. A few don't even show
up for work on Monday. How should
the Christian think about this?
This is indicative of some of the probIJ

I
1

I

lems of young workers that have arisen in
rapidly industrializing and prosperous
Japan, and of the dilemma that confronts
many well-intentioned Christians. vVages
for workers increase every year and unemployment, especially for young workers, is almost unknown. Despite some
imbalance in economic growth, Japan is
now experiencing the highest living standard in its history.
These changes peneh·ate the basic fabric of society and many social problems
have arisen in their wake. The migration
of young workers to the big urban centers continues unabated. This is so much
the rule that the population profiles of
many rural villages and towns show an
almost total absence of young men. A
new term has been coined in Japanese
to describe this phenomenon-sanclwn
1wgyo or grandfather, grandmother, and
young mother agricultural enterprise.
The big city offers many temptations

The author (third from le~) and a gro11p of yoltng Japanese lwve
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for the lonely young workers. To escape
feelings of estrangement and alienationand the nerve-racking strains and pressures of work-all too many find escape
in pachinko '(pinball), gambling parlors,
or highly sensual and sadistic movie halls.
And of course there are the thousands of
bars and cabarets, and the perennial redlight districts.
Besides the h·agic waste of human and
financial resources in such non-creative
pastimes, the psychological impact upon
the personality is surely more serious.
For the unmanied young worker these
are the critical years during which basic
habits of relating to the opposite sex are
formed. The relationship in which women are viewed as objects to be exploited
is particularly t1ndesirable and will have
serious consequences upon later marital
and family adjustment. The problem is
magnified in Japan, where marriage for
men is customarily deferred until the late

a discussion over refreslmients.
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twenties or early thirties.
There is need, therefore, for warm and
genuine companionship, particularly with
the opposite sex. There is need for training in the stewardship of money. In
democratic Japan there is also the need
to learn democratic decision-making as a
responsible citizen. Such needs can probably best be met in a varied and flexible
social group work program.
"Airindon" Attempts a New Program for
Young Workers

F

on TWO YEARS I have been working
as a social work missionary on the
staff of the Airindan (Love Community Center) under the supervision of
Mr. Fuse, the institutional director. Together with Mr. Fuse and Mr. Murase, a
trained Japanese social group worker, we
have attempted to develop a program
primarily for young workers of both sexes
every afternoon and evening in the week
except Sunday. On Sunday a small
church holds worship services in the
building.
Airindan is located in the shitamachi
or downtown area of Tokyo and has a
history going back to the 1920's. Founded
by Canadian missionaries in what was
then a rag-pickers' slum, its first efforts
were focused toward basic relief and
medical service. Then, after World War
II, the building was reconstructed and a
large orphanage was accommodated to
care for refugee children and children
whose parents were killed. In recent
years, however, the need for orphanage
work has diminished considerably.
During these years the neighborhood
has also undergone a transformation as
hundreds of small and medium-sized industrial enterprises sprang up. This in
turn attracted thousands of young men
and women workers into the adjacent
areas. In order to serve these young
workers, the leaders of the Christian
Social ·work League felt that the program of Airindan should be modified accordingly. The building was remodeled
to make it more attractive and small
club rooms were constructed, together
with a large multipurpose hall complete
with small stage and built-in stereo equipment.
During the day the building continues
to be used, as it has for many years, as
a large day-care nursery for children of
working mothers. But now in the late
afternoons and evenings, the happy
sounds of excited teen-agers and serious
young adults can also be heard.
Despite a large turnover in numbers,
a regular membership of some 200 young
adults and 100 or more teen-agers has
14
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slowly developed. Most of the activities
center around small interest groups of
about fifteen or fewer members. The
regular staff is assisted by locally b·ained
volunteers who are "volunteer" in the best
sense of the word. At present these interest groups include chorus, folk dancing, Hawaiian band club, social concerns
discussion club, record-listening, social
dance club, volunteer service, and
"friendship-through-English" clubs. On
Saturday evenings an all-membership
party is usually held. These have included snack parties, dance parties,
hootenannies, charity parties, and seasonal parties marking Valentine's Day, Halloween, and Christmas. Christmas is especially popular even with non-Christians and every club has its own party
complete with worship and candlelight
service. Also, from time to time, various
excursions for hiking, swimming, camping and skiing are organized, usually
around national holidays. Every year
there is an Airindan Festival for which a
large public auditorium is rented for individual talent and club presentations.
In order to teach stewardship of money and help support maintenance, a
monthly fee of 150 yen or quarterly fee
of 450 yen is charged. In addition the
typical club usually levies 50 yen per
member which members themselves administrate.
There are many disappointments and
failures, especially when the response
does not seem to be as great as it should
be. Yet some measure of success can be
taken by the fact that many young men
and women who meet in these clubs and
activities ask to be married at Airindan.
Usually Mr. Fuse officiates and a special
party is given by fellow-members and
friends. This is always a Christian wedding service even for non-Christian
couples, reflecting perhaps the great respect given to the Christian marriage
ideal.
Another measurement may be seen in
the visible change of attitudes and improved human relationships on the part
of a few individual members. Two such
individual sketches are portrayed below:
Mr. Y-the oldest son in a family enterprise.
Mr. Y was attracted to Airindan two
years ago by a sign outside the building announcing the organization of a
Thursday evening "friendship-throughEnglish" club. He arrived at the announced time wearing very shabby
clothes. Although quite friendly he
was extremely shy. It soon became
obvious that he had never had experience in a small group outside of his
own family. At first most of the mem-

bers ignored him. Since he was thirtyone years old he was several years
older than most of the members.
As the staff worker became more familiar with him, Mr. Y became more
cordial. On two occasions the staff
worker was invited to Mr. Y's factoryhome which specialized in the making
of leather cases for cameras and binoculars. He would also drive the staff
worker to his own home sometimes in
his little three-wheeled truck. On one
such occasion, Mr. Y confidentially revealed that his greatest problem was
finding a wife. He had many "arrangell
meetings" set up by his parents to flnd
a wife, but always the prospective
brides had rejected him because he
was chonan (oldest son).
In ancient Japan the position of oldest son was a very fortunate one, for
he was entitled to inherit his father's
property and business. But with this ·
privilege he also had the obligation to
care for his parents in their old age
and if necessary to help younger siblings finish their education. Since
World War II this has not been a legal
obligation, but nevertheless most families follow this custom as a moral responsibility. But, at the same time,
most Japanese girls don't want tl1e
obligation involved in caring for a
husband's parents, so few modern
Japanese girls are willing to marry a
clwnan. Even inheriting a small industrial enterprise is of dubious value
in modem Japan since competition is
so keen. One of the biggest problems
in contemporary Japan is the plight of
the small and medium-sized enterprises, many of which go bankrupt
every year.
Mr. Y remained a faithful member
of Airindan. When our club decided to
attend a Saturday night social dance
party as a whole, Mr. Y came along
and watched. With some encouragement Mr. Y then joined the Friday
night social dance class. One of the
rules was that tie and coat be worn during dancing. This in itself changed
Mr. Y's appearance for the better, and
since he was a fast learner he quickly
mastered the dance steps and gained
considerable poise and confidence. Because of his basic friendliness he became very popular, not only in the
dance class but in the "friendshipthrough-English" club. Soon he was
chosen as one of the special hosts at
the monthly social dance party, whose
duty it is to introduce newcomers and
help everyone mix-and to teach a few
dance steps to girls who do not know
how to dance.
WORLD OUTLOOK

Mr. Y is now thirty-three and still
a bachelor. However, he has become
more handsome and attractive for girls
and possibly a love match might occur.
In any event his experience at Airindan
has helped his personality growth in
a way that should benefit him in years
to come.
j\fr. Y and his family are devout Buddhists but they have been touched by the
concept of "the dignity and worth of
every individual" that is so central in
Christian love. But sometimes a few individuals with deep spiritual problems
can also be led in the direction of the
Christian Church. This may be the case
with Mr. N.
Mr. N-an automobile mechanic and
night school student.
Mr. N is a sophomore in a nearby
university majoring in political law.
Since junior high school when he came
all the way from the northern part of
Hokkaido he has supported himself as
an automobile mechanic. In order to
finish high school he enrolled in night
school, and he is now working his way
through university as well. Mr. N first
came to Airindan accompanied by his
best friend, Mr. T, also from Hokkaido
and a graduate of the same night high
school.
Mr. N is very good looking and his
eyes shine with intelligence. But, because his attitudes and behavior are
so hostile he was rejected by most of
the members. He had little respect for
girls and was sometimes criticized for
his "rough" talk. On one occasion he
arrived late in a very drunken state
and it was necessary for the staff member to tell him not to come if he were
drinking.
Knowing the agency was Christian,
Mr. N told the staff worker that the
clever people were atheists. He said
the only person he admired in the
world was Mr. Honda, the developer
of the Honda motorcycle, who was an
atheist and a self-made man with no
formal education. The staff worker accepted Mr. N's feelings.
Mr. N was irregular in his attendance but his behavior and attitudes
become somewhat modified in time.
Sometimes he would walk with the
staff worker to the subway station. One
such time he admitted that he had an
inferiority complex because he was
twenty-four years old and still not
through college. 'With great shame he
said he had no father because his
father had deserted his mother for another woman when he was a child.
After a period of absence Mr. N
returned again to Airindan. He told the
SEPTEMBER 1966

staff worker that he had been extremely upset by his doctor's report that he
had symptoms of tuberculosis and had
almost committed suicide by jumping
in front of a subway train.
Mr. N is still ve1y bitter about his
past experiences but he is receptive to
wannth and kindness. He announced
recently that both he and Mr. T are
now attending regularly a Christian
church, explaining that he has become
interested in Christianity from a philosophical standpoint. He was probably
also influenced by a Christian funeral
he attended which he described as
very bright and hopeful.
In both young men the Christian influence has been felt, perhaps in decisive
ways. Yet without the cooperation of
Christian social work, the ordinary
church would probably not be in a position to attract such young workers. In
order to meet their spiritual needs we
must also concentrate •on their personal
and social needs. Indeed personal and
social needs may have to come first.
The Need for More and Better Programs
and Professionally Trained Social Group
Workers

I

of young workers are. to
be effectively met, the cooperat10n
of many community agencies will be
necessary. Ideally, this would include labor unions, management, local government, schools, churches, temples and all
other interested groups. Practically, this
seems to be very difficult to achieve in
Japan-especially in Tokyo. Part of the
problem is that change and mobility have
come about so quickly that there has
been little time for the development of
"community." Another factor is the traditional self-interest of many agencies,
with loyalty directed upon narrow agency interests rather than ·the broader community concerns. This seems to be true of
separate government agencies as well as
private agencies, individual schools, individual companies, and sometimes
churches. There is a crying need for better community organization and coordination of services.
Social group work as a discipline of
professional social work is new in Japan.
Community organization as a social work
discipline is even more recent. However,
a few schools of social work, notably
Tokyo and Osaka, are beginning to offer
such training. Since effective group work
and community organization are much
more difficult in Japan than in America,
more professional trainini! is mgent.
Young Japanese Christian laym en and
ministers, and missionaries as well, should
F THE NEEDS

be encouraged to undertake such training. Special attention should be given to
cultural factors.
Space is always a factor to consider in
Japan but more economical use of space
can often be accomplished with a minimum of modifications. For example, most
churches in Japan have day nurseries.
With a little adjustment in furniture such
space may be used for evening programs
for young workers.
The program content should be as
varied as possible and appeal to broad
interests. In Japan specific interest groups
seem to be the most successful, but sometimes such interest groups become good
friendship groups. It is important to meet
the young people where they are. Some
criticism has been made against social
dance programs, especially the fast energetic teen-age dances, since they are
associated with undesirable elements and
places of ill-repute. Yet this in itself reflects a failure of the community-and
perhaps the: church-not the dancing or
music itself. We should be selective in
content, but teen-age music and dance
are universally popular and in fact have
healthy physiological and psychological
functions.
The purpose of social group work
should be carefully defined. It should not
be seen "just" as a tool or technique. It
should never be viewed as a preaching opportunity. Rather the social group
worker begins with the group where
it is, encouraging responsible leadership within the group, rather than taking
formal leadership. He acts as an enabler
or counselor helping individuals and
groups learn new ideas, develop new
skills, change attitudes, and deepen personalities by participating in democratic
decision-making groups which in turn
cany out the necessary social actions.
In a broad sense this can be called
evangelism. As J. Merle Davis has said:
Evangelism is the cure of sick bodies,
of illiteracy, of insufficient and unbalanced diets. It is the cure of moral,
mental, and spiritual stagnation, of corrupt practices and conditions. The entire fabric of society's social problems
should come within the scope of evangelism.
Christian evangelism can therefore be
seen as concern for all the needs of young
workers-personal, social, and spiritual.
I would like to see more teamwork between Christian social workers and Cluistian ministers who would be willing to
risk themselves and their agencies in really facing the challenges of the secular
world of work and play. Perhaps such
patterns will develop as a result of new
explorations in the field of industrial mission in Japan.
[ 439]
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LAMBARENE
without

SCHWEITZER
This month marks
the first anniversary of
the death of Albert
Schweitzer. To many
people around the
world, the missionarydoctor - theologian musician - humanitarian was the very symbol of Christian devotion. At the time of
his death, however,
Schweitzer was under
increasing attack for
what was considered
the outmoded nature
of his hospital and for
his reluctance to accept the new day in
Africa. To those people, he typified a day
and an attitude that
have passed. It is too
early to assess the historical stature of Albert Schweitzer. Certainly, some of the excesses of his sentimental hero-worshipers will fall away but
his writings and musical work will remain.
What about the hospital at Lambarene,
the source of so much
of the argument about
Schweitzer? It was begun by the doctor in
1913 and gradually increased to 500 beds.
It now treats some six
thousand patients a
year. Many of the huts
for patients have not
been modernized since they were built. The hospital is now administered by Mrs.
Rhena Eckert, Schweitzer's daughter. Head of the medical staff is Dr. Walter
Munz, a Swiss bachelor who is thirty~two. There are at the time of writing five
other doctors besides Dr. Munz-a Hungarian psychiatrist, an American pediatrician and radiologist, a Czech plastic surgeon, a Japanese who takes care of the
165 patients in the leprosy village built by Schweitzer with his Nobel Peace Prize,
and a young Dutch physician. It has already been announced that, when funds are
available, the hospital will be modernized. There will be complete electrification,
installation of sewage and garbage disposal systems, and greater emphasis on preventive medicine. In addition, a program of training Africans and extending responsibility to them is beginning. There are some people who believe that eventually a new hospital should be built and the present hospital made into a museum. Here are some scenes of Lambarene today, as it attempts to enter a new era.
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IDr. Walter Mw1z, new medical head at Lambarene, rests at the dock on the Ogowe River and contemvlates the future.
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Dr. Munz examines a couple of young patients.

LAMBARENE WITHOUT SCHWEITZER
Doctors on the staff line up for inspection of
patients. From the left, they are: Dr. Ary
Van Wijnen, Dutch physician; Dr. Fergus
Pope, American pediatrician and radiologist;
Dr. ]aroslav Sedlacek, Czech plastic surgeon;
and Dr. Munz. Not shown is the Japanese
head of the leprosarium.
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Treating a patient by hand-held light
illustrates tlie need for modernization.

Adiusting a -floodlight in the operating room
again points up the better pliysical facilities
that need to be installed.
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BY AND FOR
LATINS
lty Etlwin D.

~fay11a1·1I

Mr. Maynard, editor of The Methodist Story,
Tias recently ret11rned from a trip to Latin
America.

You don't have to be a gringo to be a
missionary to Latin America. That is
being proved by Latins themselves.
It 1:1sed to be cozy to think about a
prosperous and Cluistian. U.S.A. exporting the love of God to all the rest of a
benighted world. It never was so. But
it is seeming less so all the time, thanks
to a growing awareness of the magnitude
of our missionary task in "Christian"
America and the increased ability of
other countries to send out workers.
Latin America is one of the bright
spots in this picture.
1'1ethodists in the Latin countries have
a h·adition of '11ome" missions. For years
they have been sending volunteers from
established churches to do evangelism,
to lead outpost Sunday schools on Sunday
afternoons or week-nights, and to do

The Rev. Ulises Hernandez (right), missionary from Mexico to Ecuador, talks with a lay
preacher about training to become a pastor.

work of social service.
In Peru, after missionaries from North
America had brought The Methodist
Church to the coast, it was Peruvian
home missionaries who carried it into
the Andes, establishing work at Huancayo in 1905.
What is new is a deliberately organized and :financed approach to home
missions, as reflected in national boards
of missions now being formed-for example, the Ai·gentina Annual Conference
Board of Missions.
There have been missionaries from one
country to another for many years.
Uruguay sent missionaries into southern
Brazil about 1870. Around 1943 women's
groups began to send missionaries into
Bolivia and to support work among Indians in Chile. Ministers also were sent
20
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to Bolivia, mainly on the initiative of the
bishop, who has responsibility for Argentina, Uruguay, and Bolivia.
Several have served as missionaries
from Latin America to Latin America,
but with salary coming from New York.
An outstanding example has been Dr.
Pablo Monti, a physician from Argentina
who has just completed a term as director of the American Clinic in La Paz,
Bolivia, and as an advisor to Methodist
medical work in all Bolivia.
A new slant on Latin missionaries has
come within the past few years when
Spanish-speaking young people from
areas under the U.S. flag have volunteered under the short-term LA-3 program. In this way Miss Marta Caso from
Texas has become a teacher in Colegio
Americana in Rosario, Argentina. Miss
Maria Barbosa from Puerto Rico has become a teacher in the school at El Verge!
agricultural center in Chile.
But of all the developments in missions
by and for Latins, by far the most hopeful is the creation of a continent-wide
mission board, not only to recruit missionaries, but also to pay their salaries
and administer their work.
The Latin America Cenh·al Conference
of 1960 established a mission board to
represent Methodists from all the counh·ies in it. Lacking funds, it made its
first task the recruiting of workers. Dr.
Monti was one of its recruits. About the
same time the vVoman's Societies of
Christian Service in Latin America began
to recruit and support, placing two evangelistic workers in Bolivia.
As the board of the Central Conference
undertook its mission, members were
keenly aware that it could not represent
the autonomous Methodist churches of
Brazil and Mexico-the sh·ongest countries for Methodists in all Latin America.
Nor could it represent Cuba, which then
was a part of the Soi1theastem Jurisdiction, U.S.A., and now is becoming an
autonomous church. The autonomous
churches joined the work and the organization became the Latin American Board
for Methodist Missions.
Then the Waldensian Church was invited to join in the mission and the board
became the Latin American Evangelical
Mission Board.
While these changes were broadening
its base, the board was looking for areas
of service. It joined a significant mission
to the Toba Indians in northern Argentina. Then came an opportunity for the
WORLD OUTLOOK
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board to have a new field of its own:
Ecuador.
About the turn of the century lviethodist missionaries from North America had
begun working in Ecuador. They withdrew after a short time, though not without laying some permanent foundations
for Evangelical witness. The 1916 Panama Congress, at which the denominations agreed upon areas for service, asked
Methodists to assume responsibility in
Ecuador, but it was not possible to cany
out this assignment.
The unmet obligation in Ecuador continued to trouble the l\fothodist conscience, and leaders of the new board saw
this country as a possible field of service.
In 1961 the Reverend Munay S. Dickson, at that time executive secretary of
the Latin American Board for Methodist

Maria Barbosa, a short-term missionary from
Puerto Rico, teaches a class of boys at El
Vergel, Chile.
~vlissions, was invited to join an interdenominational survey team to study the
Protestant witness in Ecuador. It was
one of Dr. Dickson's last cont1ibutions
before he lost his life in an automobile
accident in Bolivia.
The team held lengthy consultations
with missionaries already in Ecuador and
with national church leaders. One of its
recommendations was for the formation
of the United Evangelical Church of
Ecuador-an
independent
national
church that came into being in 1965. The
team also recommended "that The
Methodist Church in Latin America send
personnel and funds to Ecuador as soon
as possible." It was understood that the
personnel would be Latin Ameiican and
that their work would be with the national church, not as an adjunct of a North
SEPTE~IBER
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American mission.
After this report the Board began a
talent hunt and set out in earnest to raise
funds. Bishop Alejandro Ruiz of Mexico
was asked to obtain candidates. There
were five volunteers from among Methodist ministers of Mexico. Finally selected
were the Reverend and Mrs. Ulises Hernandez, who began work in July of 1965.
The money that pays the salary for
Dr. and Mrs. Hernandez comes from the
gifts of Latin American people through
their churches and it is paid through
Buenos Aires. They look to Buenos Aires
for general instructions and their specific
assignments come from the United Evangelical Church of Ecuador. The Board of
Missions in New York is not involved.
While the Latin American Evangelical
Mission Board is paying full support for
Dr. and Mrs. Hernandez, it is also contributing one person to the mission to the
Toba Indians.
In an area not unlike the Indian reservations of the United States, the Tobas
live apart from the Spanish American
culture of Argentina. They are poor,
largely illiterate, undernourished, and
susceptible to tuberculosis. Mennonites,
Pentecostals, and others are h·ying to
help the Tobas, and there is a Methodist
mission representing three continents.
The Latin Ameiican board is supporting Dr. Humberto Cicchetti, an Argentine
physician, in anti-tuberculosis work. His
wife is supported by the Woman's Society of Christian Service of The Methodist Church in Argentina. They are on
a team that includes Miss Ruth Clark,
sent by the Board of Missions in New
York to work with Mrs. Cicchetti in literacy classes, and a Swiss nurse, Miss
Elizabeth Stauffer, who is supported by
The Methodist Church Of Switzerland.
President of the Latin American Evangelical Mission Board is the Reverend
Carlos T. Gattinoni, member of an Argentine Methodist family that has conh·ibuted four outstanding Protestant
leaders in two generations. He is also pastor of Central Methodist Church in
Buenos Aires and a part-time seminary
professor.
Dr. Gattinoni says that Latin .Methodists have long felt they had a missionaiy responsibility-the question was to
find the means. '\Ve hope to support our
missionaries through a common fund
with regular giving," Dr. Gattinoni says,
"not through a special appeal."
The regular giving that is asked is an
amount in the various national currencies

of Latin America equal to fifty cents
U.S. per member each year.
Noting that the board is now supporting one missionary and one couple, the
treasurer, the Reverend Emilio Castro
of Montevideo, Uruguay, says the board
has a goal of supp01iing six couples. The
board will concentrate on Ecuador as a
field of service. It is hoped that the next
missionaries may come from Brazil.
The treasurer reports the equivalent of
$3,000 a year U.S. now being raised by
Methodists and vValdensians in the countries supporting the work. The goal is to
give between $16,000 and $18,000 a year,
which he says would care for six couples.
The work of the board has many ecumenical dimensions. Its project among
the Toba Indians has received a gift of
$3,000 from the East Asian Christian

This Indian farmer, member of a co-op in
Ecuador, shows his guinea pigs to the Rev.
and "Mrs. Ulises Hernandez and the Rev.
George Kreps.

Council, and its treasurer, Dr. Cash·o, is
also executive secretary of that council's
Latin counterpart, the Provisional Commission for Latin American Evangelical
Unity.
In the River Plate region-Argentina,
Uruguay, and Paraguay-the two
churches that are in the board are holding conversations with each other and
with the Disciples of Christ that could
lead to a united church for the three
counhies. Add the fact that the Ecuador
and Toba Indian projects are both in
close cooperation with other churches,
and one sees that Latin Methodist missions have moved beyond being a strictly
Methodist concern. The strength of missions by and for Latins is growing.
[ 445]
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by Sam Tamashiro

THE
PEOPLE
OF
WATTS
When members of the McCone Commission descended on Watts to screen those who wanted to testify about the August, 1965, riot which resulted in 34 deaths, 1,032 injuries, the arrest of 3,952 persons and $40 million in property damage,
they were greeted by the following cynical outburst: "What the hell they send them down here for? Why don't they
send some jobs? All they want to do is file reports and collect fancy salaries. That's where it's at, baby, and you know
I'm telling the truth. The only time they care about us is when we start busting windows. All of a sudden everybody is
coming down here and asking what's wrong. Who are they kidding? If they keep messing around they going to have
another riot on their hands."
After fourteen months of waiting the citizens of Watts are not only cynical but are bitter and angry. Unemployment
is still high, with estimates ranging from twenty-four to thirty per cent, depending on who is doing the talking. Huge
and promising anti-poverty programs are still in the controversial stage while politicians wrangle over who should
control them. Inadequate public transportation still keeps the Negroes' hope for employment restricted to menial jobs
in the Watts area.
Protestant churches which have made tangible contributions to the citizens and churches of Watts do not seem to
be alarmed about the basic and almost insoluble problems of the Watts ghetto and, consequently, of the scores of ghettos
in our major cities. Some churches, in their zeal to help the Christians in Watts, are guilty of a subtle form of exploitation which caused one Negro minister to complain, "They have taken all the credit for the work and now I am embarrassed because I have been telling my congregation that our achievements were the work of God in our midst."
The Report of the McCone Commission, which has been criticized for being too general in its recommendations,
warns that the costly implementation of its recommendations "will be for naught unless the conscience of the community, the white and the Negro community together, directs a new and, we believe, revolutionary attitude towards
the problems of our city."

A supervisor of a Head Start program in the Willowbrook area comforts one of her charges.
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THE PEOPLE OF WATTS

The unsubsidized public transportation system in Los Angeles is reputed to be the least adequate of any major city.
The people of Watts suffer this deficiency most in jobs not taken because of the difficulty and cost of commuting.
It has created a sense of isolation and frustration. The McCone Report says that education "holds the greatest promise for breaking the cycle of failure which is at the core of the problems of the disadvantaged area." More than 600
buildings were damaged by burning and looting during the riot. Of this number, more than 200 were completely destroyed by fire. Only a handful of new buildings have been built since. The three-story Doctors Building (upper right) is
probably the most impressive of the new structures. Middle right: Ernest T. Kagler (left) and three of his cronies say
that they do not understand the young people today. They are also bitter because they may not live to enjoy the "benefits"
of the Civil Rights movement. One of the most active ministers in the Watts area is the Rev. James N. Mims (lower
right), pastor of The Household of God Bible-Way Church, shown visiting the home of one of his parishioners who has
eleven children.
24
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THE
PEOPLE
OF

VVATTS
According to officials of the Westminster Neighborhood Association,
Inc., black nationalism has not had too
great an appeal with youths in their
anti-poverty program. "We don't try to
stop Black Nationalist preachings
among our kids. We teach the kids
to ask questions and they soon realize
that what they really want is a short
[car], a fine pad [house], and a foxy
chick [pretty girl], and they drop black
nationalism very quickly. They want
what everybody else wants." A great·
number of young people center their
activities around the churches, with
their traditional programs of athletics
and church school (upper left and
right), while others participate in the
seventeen different Teen Posts (be·
low) which offer programs of handicrafts art, music, and drama.
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THE PEOPLE OF WATTS
One of the most impressive sights in 'Vatts is the dedicated and talented people quietly at work without any fanfare. For example, fourth grade teacher
Claude Williams (right), of the Grape Street Elementary School, points out
the artistic details inside one of the spires of Watts Tower. Another teacher,
Sue Welch (below), taught in a junior high school in Watts for six years
and now is in charge of one of the Teen Posts. She has won the respect and
affection of the Watts community. The thoughtful young lady (upper left) is
one of many intelligent and promising young people who are studying at the
Opportunities Industrialization Center. She is receiving special orientation
before undertaking vocational training. A still older agency for self-help job
training and placement center, the Willowbrook Job, Inc., was created because the members of the Woodland Hills Methodist Church of Los Angeles
became "deeply and relevantly involved in the mission to its community,"
according to the Rev. Dr. J. Edward Carothers, associate general secretary of
the Board of Missions. Recently the National Division of the Methodist Board
of Missions made an emergency grant of $5,000 to the Willowbrook Jobs, Inc.
So far, more than 300 Negroes have been placed in jobs through the Willowbrook center.
.
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An example of the traditional art of Africa is this
Baga ritual object from
Guinea.

In the Museum of Dakar-surrounded
by the Senufo sculpture of ·w est Africa
( Senufo people are inhabitants of the
Ivory Coast, Mali, and Upper Volta),
which is among the richest and most
varied of all African styles, ranging from
small symbolic human face masks to intricate and complicated animal helmet
masks and funeral masks to maternity
and fertility masks used in religious and
secret society rituals-are ten lines from
Leopold Sedar Senghor's poem, "Prayer
to :tvlasks":

The World Festival of

Negro Arts
1111 Lmdie Rive1·.-.

Last spring in Dakar, Senegal, people from around the world came
together to attend the First World Festival of Negro Arts. Some U.S.
Negroes, such as Duke Ellington, were prominent at Dakar. Others,
such as Harry Belafonte, were conspicuously absent. What was the
Festival? What did it accomplish? Miss Rivers is a young American
actress.
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Masks! Masks!
Black mask, red mask, you white and black
masks
Masks of the four points from which the Spirit
blows
In Silence I salute you!
Nor you the least, Lion-hearted Ancestor
You guard this place forbidden to all laughter
of women, to all smiles that fade
You distil this air of eternity in which I breathe
the air of my Fathers
-1'.fasks of unmasked faces, stripped of the masks
of illness and the lines of age ...

The poem in its entirety continues: ·
You who have fashioned this portrait, this my
face bent over the altar of white paper
In your own image, hear me!
The Africa of the empires is dying, sec the
agony of a pitiful princess
And Europe too where we arc joined by the
navel.
Fix your unchanging eyes upon your children
who arc given orders
Who give away their lives like the poor their
last clothes.
Let us report present at the rebirth of the world.
Like the yeast which white flour needs
For who would teach rhythm to a dead world of
machines and guns?
Who would give the cry of joy to wake the dead
and the bereaved at dawn?
Say who would give back the memory of life to
the man whose hopes arc smashed?
They call us men of coffee cotton oil
They call us men of death.
We arc the men of the dance, whose feet draw
new strength pounding the hardened earth
WOHLD OUTLOOK
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For me, this poem captures the spirit
of the First World Festival of Negro Arts
which burst into life from March 31 to
April 24 of this year, representing the
flowering of a long-time dream of its author who is poet, political philosopher,
and President of the Republic of Senegal
in West Africa. Participating in the Festival were forty-five countries from Africa,
the Caribbean, North and South America,
and the United Kingdom. Everything
was and yet nothing was quite as it
seemed. Amid the beauty, excitement,
confusion, contrasting elements, and
clinging colonialism one sensed the present crowding in upon the past and pushing ahead into a fast approaching future.
Whether one did or did not know the
special place occupied by the artisan in
African society, any perceptive visitor to
the specially built artisan village could
not help observing the pride in accomplishment among the metalworkers, wood
carvers, weavers, silversmiths, goldsmiths,
and leathercraftsmen from the many nations represented there. TI1eir craftsmanship was superbly refined.
And how revelatory and ironic was the
Contemporary Art Exhibition displayed
in the halls and garden of the Palace of
Justice. Most outstanding of the work
exhibited was that from the Ivory Coast,
exceeded perhaps only by the CongoLeopoldville and Brazzaville. A recent
Look magazine spread on Africa pointed
out that modern art began in Africa.
That exhibition makes it doubtful that
modern art has ever really left there.
In the cool, spacious, modem Musee
Dynamique, built for opening at Festival
time, rested the traditional African Art

Exhibition-the priceless h·easures from
Ife, Benin, etc. (now in collections
around the world, but lent to the Museum especially for the Festival), evoking
ghosts of an almost lost but glorious past
of which the peoples of Africa are not unaware.
Programs sent out beforehand listing
performing arts events contained the
warning "subject to change without
notice." For whatever reasons (I can only
hazard the guess that money and distance
may have had something to do with it),
some groups arrived later than posted
and so had to be worked into scheduled
programs, while substitutions had to be
made for missed scheduled perfonnances.
Things did finally become much smoother
after inaugmation of the practice of
printing and posting each day a listing
of the performances for the day. Concert
pianist Armenta Adams, for example, was
a substitution and theJa.c t of her appearance had to be passed around by word of
mouth, so if attendance was not as large
as it might have been, this was not due lo
lack of interest by the audiences at the
Festival.
Upon attaining independence in 1960,
Senegal agreed that French would be the
official language. However, Wolof is the
language most common to those Senegalese in and about Dakar. (The Wolof,
who are among the darkest and most
handsome people in Africa, make up the
largest portion of Senegalese in Dakar
and half of the total Senegal population.)
The majority (over eighty per cent of the
Senegalese are Moslems), therefore,
either do not speak French or speak it
with a heavy accent. The educated

Senegalese, of course, speak excellent
French. (The French were prone to look
with disfavor upon those Senegalese who
did not accept Christianity and French
ways, and so overlooked them in the educational system.)
While French is the official language
of Senegal and the other nations once a
part of French-dominated Africa, ta the
countries once under England's dominion, English is the second language. Unfortunately, Festival planners either overlooked the need for or did have the
money to make available printed and
spoken h·ansfations from French into
English. Music and the dance need little in the way of words; still an
English translation would have helped
where there was a nanator speaking in
French (which is not to say that there
were not a goodly number of Englishspeaking peoples who also understood
French.) Someone thought of holding an
English-language poetry reading for the
English-speaking peoples. Word spread
like wildfire and the English-hungry
audience packed to overflowing the USIA
Cultural Center where the event took
place.
Unfortunate, too, was the absence of
drama from the United States entries.
For the performing arts, the widest possible representation by American Negroes
should have been there to bridge the gap
between the old country and the new.
Certainly, the American Negro perfom1ers, choreographers and playwrights and
directors, while having been denied full
representation in the U.S., nevertheless
have developed excellence through the
byways and roads open to them.
Though the artistic level of work dis-
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played by the dancers from the African
countries was quite good, it was obvious
to the discerning eye that coherence was
missing in the sense of meaningful
choreography for an audience not directly involved in the dance. There were exceptions, of course, Sierre Leone and the
United Arab Republic most notably, but
most of what this writer saw did not have
such coherence. ·w hat has meaning in
popular dancing amid a homogeneous
group may have no meaning at all when
put on a stage for an audience not of the
group performing, though the audience
may well admire and respect the skill
with which the dance steps are executed.
This, then, was all the more reason the
American dance company should have
been there. At the last moment of the
last days the Alvin Ailey Dance Company managed to make the trip and
overwhelmed the Festival. Enough
money to send over the officially scheduled U.S. dance entry was never received
by the U.S. Festival Committee.
U.S. entries were not what they might
have been in any category. Back in 1964
U.S. Negroes became angry and critical
over the State Department's recommendation of a non-Negro to be the consultant to the Senegalese Mission in preparing U.S. entries when there were many
American Negroes qualified for the job.
Senegal answered through its official representative that the Festival was being
organized by governments and they
would, therefore, deal officially with governments, but declared all interested
groups should not hesitate to express
their ideas to the non-Negro U. S. Festival Committee chairman. Subsequently,
a Negro was named to co-chair the Committee.
Still later, debate again arose over the
small amount of money obtained by the
Committee to be used for sending over
U.S. participants and costs attendant
thereto. Originally, $600,000 had been
announced by the Festival Committee
chairman as the target goal to be s9licited
from private sources and foundations. By
Festival time, less than $400,000 lrnd
been collected by the Committee, with
practically no foundation support. New
York Times dance critic Clive Barnes
became so distressed over the curtailing
of American participation because of lack
of funds that he made a special plea in
32
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his column for interested persons to
donate funds to enable the American
dance troupe to make the trip.
Added to the financial problems was
the last-minute change of mind by certain well-known Negro participants, partially spurred by the objection of one
highly respected Negro performer who
was opposed to an all-Negro festival on
the grounds that the Festival should have
been representative of all peoples, not
one specific race-in short a repudiation
of "Negritude," to which M. Senghor
subscribes along with a great many of
the intellectuals from French-speaking
Africa. Still others refrained from participation by way of protesting Senegal's
weak stand on Rhodesia.
But U.S. Negroes were there in large
numbers as visitors. For some, it was the
first trip to Africa, for others the second,
third, or fourth. As one listened to them
talk in groups, or as they attended the
numerous events, they were glad the
Festival was a reality and were filled
with a sense of pride in a part of their
history long lost but now returning.
Gleaming pink and white in the brilliant sunshine, Dakar, an almost , unbelievably beautiful city, was perhaps an
excellent choice for the Festival-though
its prices, frequently called the highest in
all of West Africa, made for more than a
little discontent among the spectators
there for the Festival. The government's
take-over of hotel reservations at least
kept those prices stable and among the
least expensive. Transportation was another matter. Cab drivers had a field day.
The French just listed their outrageous
prices and you took them or left them.
One could do a little better with the
Senegalese, who like nothing better than
to bargain. For those who were willing
to work down from "first to last price"
with the countless venders, bargains
could be attained. Woe unto him who
for whatever reason refused to bargain!
With an income ranging from $1.00 to
$2.00 a day, it is doubtful that the average Senegalese saw many of the Festival
events-even with a low of $.60 to $1.50.
Visiting dance troupes and musicians,
perhaps aware of the prices, did put on
free impromptu performances in the main
square of the city, the Place de la Independance, where large crowds came to
listen and to see.

For the Muslims, who neither smoke
nor drink, and who have an almost nonexistent crime rate, their highest religious
holiday occurred during Festival time.
For days after not one Senegalese woman
could be seen in a print like that of another. Each print was more stunning than
the last.
Behind all the beauty and vigor of
Dakar, though, lay the ghettoes (some of
the worst in Africa) hidden by the government, for the occasion of the Festival,
by tall, often flowering, shrubs. To those
who knew Dakar from past visits, one
familiar sight was missing-the beggars.
Again, for the occasion of the Festival,
most had been transported forty miles
outside Dakar and the remainder allowed
to rest under lock and key. (A few had
found their way back before your correspondent left.)
Still, as one looked into the faces of
the Senegalese, one could sense tl1e will
to survive, the beauty of a spirit in a people which refuses to be crushed, of a love
of life and being. Anyone who had ever
been oppressed could sense that the
winds of oppression had not yet died
away from Senegal.
Bringing the First World Festival of
Negro Arts to a climax was .the state visit
of the Lion of Judah, Emperor Haile
Selassie of Ethiopia, whose lineage goes
back to Sheba and Solomon. They lined
the streets-the Senegalese and the visitors from across the continent and across
the seas-to see this man, this Lion, this
leader who had been ruling for as long as
most of them could remember, who
seemed for all remembrance as old as
Africa itself, yet who seemed in appearance as young as the spring leaves on an
ancient olive tree. And somehow it all
seemed right-the pomp and circumstance attending Ethiopia's Emperor.
The old and the new were meeting, meshing, blending. Everything was all right.
Africa would survive.
Aime Cesaire, the Caribbean's celebrated poet-playwright, said by some to
have coined the word "Negritude" in one
of his poems, sums up quite well for me
the Festival in these lines from his poem
"Africa":
... it is

the ruin risen from the ash, bitter word of scars
all lithe and new, a visage of old, bird of scorn,
bird reborn, brother of the sun.
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The plumed serpent, Quetzalcoatl,
was the greatest of all Mexican
deities. He was identified with
knowledge, light and goodness.
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said, "Excuse me,
please," slipped carefully between
us, and disappeared around the cor-

T

HE LITI'LE GIRL

ner.
A polite child in the noonday crowds?
But the crowds were on San Francisco's Grant Avenue in Chinatown and
the child was Chinese.
Later in a small soda shop we saw another instance of that gentle Chinese
courtesy. "'e were enjoying a unique
Chinatown delicacy, ginger ice cream,
with Ruth Gress and Bess Borneman.
Miss Gress is the deaconess who heads
the Methodist-sponsored English teaching program for Chinese women. Miss
Borneman is her associate.
A young Chinese woman, sitting with
friends and children in a nearby booth,
had been exchanging smiles and words
with Miss Gress. "'hen we asked for the
check, we were told it had been paid.
The young Chinese woman had insisted
-a small thing she could do to show her
appreciation to Miss Gress for the English
lessons-and her friendship.
And so even two strangers shared the
love Miss Gress had first shown in teaching English to a Chinese woman and
which now had come back to her.
We headed back to Miss Gress's office
in the Chinese Methodist Church, a journey slowed by the fascinating face of
Chinatown: jade and art objects in shop
windows, bins of vegetables and big
knobby ginger roots outside groceries, a
new lm..ury motel, two Chinese women
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sitting in a small, dark shop plucking
pancake-like discs from a metal sheet,
folding them over, inserting a "fortune"
and twisting them into the familiar fortune cookies before the batter cooled.
"'e climbed the wide staircases of the
old Chinese church building at Stockton
and \Vashington Sh·eets, crossed the
third-floor classroom to Miss Gress's office, and opened the door on the charming little headquarters of the program
known as Work with Non-English-Speaking People. Related to the Methodist
Board of Missions, it is a very special kind
of adult education project, staffed entirely by volunteers, church women of several denominations, who teach English to
Chinese women-many of them mothers
of young children-so that they can more
easily find their way in the American
community and culture.
Across the street children were playing on the public school playground.
Soon the noise level outside Miss Gress's
office door would rise, as it does every
day after school when many of the public
school children come in for lessons in
Chinese. The noise doesn't bother her.
For nearly ten years she was a missionary
teacher in a Methodist high school in
Fukien Province, China.
The Work with Non-English-Speaking
People is a one-to-one kind of program,
concerned with the individual Chinese
woman.
'"We are not dealing with numbers,"
Miss Gress explained. "The individual

is all important. "'e try to meet individual ne:;ds-and there are many different
needs.
One of these needs, a very special one,
was that of a blind and otherwise physically handicapped young Chinese woman, Mun Hing Hom. Back in 1959 a
public health worker brought her case to
the attention of Miss Gress and Miss
Borneman: "Can you help? She hasn't
been out of the house in two years."
The answer was, of course, yes. Miss
Gress related, "To get Mun Hing out of
the house, we suggested that someone
bring her to the Methodist Church (five
blocks away) each day for her lesson.
That was the first step. Later she was able
to attend a school for the blind and learn
Braille. Today Mun Hing Hom runs a
vending stand in San Franciso and is
self-supporting."
Since 1951, when the program began,
more than 400 church women as volunteers have taught English to more than
700 people, mostly women. .Though
teaching English is the prime purpose, extending friendship and a helping hand is
of equal importance.
"Immigrants to our country need a
friend,'' Miss Gress observed. "Otherwise
they are like children who are not given
love and care by their mothers. They feel
left out.
"The newcomer wants to be able to say,
'I have a friend.' It gives her status, in a
sense. She wants to see how her friend
hangs her cmtains or puts up hooks for
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cups in the cupboard."
"Our volunteer teachers are friends to
their students in many ways," Miss
· Borneman pointed out. "They often go
shopping with them and help them find
stores that carry small sizes."
In San Francisco the volunteers teach
the Chinese women in their homes. They
are given a brief 01ientation by Miss
Gress and a textbook to use for the lessons. There is no charge for the lessons
but the Chinese women pay their teachers' bus fare. They may also buy the textbooks, if they wish.
In Oakland the Chinese women students meet with their teachers two evenings a week at the Chinese Community
Methodist Church. "We have to meet
evenings," Miss Borneman, who supervises the program there, eJ..-plained, "because most of the women work in sewing
factories all day."
Classes for Chinese also meet in Stockton at St. Mark's Methodist Church, and
there are classes for Spanish-speaking
women at La Trinidad Methodist
Church. Teaching has also been started
in Sacramento.
"Our work emphasizes conversational
English," Miss Gress said. "Talking."
A new program of adult education
under the federal government's Economic Opportunity Act now provides daily
classes at the Chinese Methodist Church
in San Francisco. "~Ne encourage our
women to go to these classes as soon as
they can," Miss Gress said. "Some can't,

of course, because they have small children at home, or they are working.
"These classes are so large that it is
almost impossible for a student to get
much individual attention or a chance to
talk," she noted. "That's why we feel our
individual approach is still so important.
It gives our students confidence as well
as the opportunity to talk in English. And
many times a student just needs to talk
to someone--about her children or whatever is on her mind."
On her mind might be something as
routine (in American terms), but urgent,
as an appointment at a beauty parlor.
"One student asked what the word was
for getting curl in her hair," l'viiss Borneman recalled. "I sensed that she meant a
permanent, not just a shampoo and set.
She also wanted to know what it would
cost.
"We taught her the word, 'permanent,'
and explained what it should cost. She
then felt confident about going to a
beauty parlor because she knew how to
ask for a permanent and what she should
pay for it."
Several Chinese women who have
been studying English for several years
belong to a Bible class Miss Gress
teaches at the Chinese Methodist
Church.
"At first, Clara Kortemeier, a former associate, taught the New Testament," she
said, "the four Gospels, and Acts. Then
I continued with Romans, Corinthians,

and Galatians-and then we began to get
into frequent references to Abraham.
That made me realize that we should
also study the Old Testament.
"The women love it, especially the
story of Joseph. They can't wait to hear
what happens next.
"I discovered, too, that many customs
practiced in Abraham's time were the
same as those practiced by the Chinese.
So of course the women understand them.
For instance, the custom of having two
wives-they understand the jealousy between Sarah and Hagar.
"They understand bargaining. They
understand the commandment to honor
father and mother, because they do just
that. They also understand the custom of
not mentioning or counting women. That
gives me a wonderful opportunity to
show them what Jesus did to elevate the
stah1s and dignity of women. And I point
out to them that where Christianity prevails, women are better off."
She added, "I asked one of the class
members \vhen she had first heard of
Jesus. And sl1e said, 'From you.'"
Miss Gress shook her head. "And these
Chinese women are so limited in their
knowledge of the western world."
But here in San Francisco, because of
the 'Vork with Non-English-Speaking
People-and in Oakland, Stockton, and
Sacramento as well-women of East and
'Vest may meet and together learn something of their differing cultures, something of their oneness in Christ.

'

WORK WITH NON-ENGLISH-SPEAKING PEOPLE

A FRIEND
WHO TEACHES ENGLISH
by Amy Lee
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~~INSTANT

READING''

IN PANAMA
by Marjorie Vandervelde

N "instant reading" technique is
being used in work with the Darien Jungle Indian people of the
Rio Jaque area along the Panama-Colombia border.
The literacy program in Darien Province was initiated in 1956 by an independent missionary from Iowa, Glenn
Prunty.
!\fr. Prunty is a large man, both in
physique and in compassion for the Indian people whom he serves. Mrs. Prunty
is a nurse, and she has a clinic in her
home. The Pruntys have two grown-up
children. Now they are starting their Indian family with an adopted baby boy. A
part of a long-range aim is, hopefully,
thus to help perpetuate the Indian work.
Glenn Prunty has been ordained into
the Baptist ministry. He is now an independent missionary.
The independent mission is being supported by Baptists and other denominations. The literacy work is spearheaded
by linguistic specialists who are Mennonite-sponsored. A third cooperating agency is the Panama Ministry of Education.
The linguists and Mr. Prunty have
traveled on jungle rivers, by cayttco, to
make a study of the various Indian
dialects. Equipped with recorded basic
sounds, which are turned into a vocabulary, they produced a written language,
and have published simple reading books.
Many people in the area already have a
conversational knowledge of Spanish.
The "instant" reading technique used
among the Indians is planned to give
them basic skills in this field within ten
days. The technique deals in segments
larger than syllables. When a student has
completed seven readers he is expected
to teach someone else.
Hombria, one of the first Choco Indians along Rio Jaque to become a Christian and to learn to read, has, in the past
six years, converted 300 persons to Christianity. And he has taught a hundred persons to read.
The chain action implication is tremendous, as the Indians are seminomadic, and travel up and down rivers
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of the immense jungle area.
Hombria told me: "Since I have been
given a little more knowledge than my
people, my responsibility to them is
great."
With Mr. Prunty we traveled up Rio
Jaque in a 25-foot-long cayuco which had
been hewn from the heart of a giant tree.
Hombria operated the outboard motor,
and we picked up Indians here and there
along the way. These passengers kept us
informed about some of the strange
sights in the jungle, which overhung the
banks of the river.
There was a balsa tree, with an ivory
chalice blossom holding a bit of sweet
syrup which it distills. Mixed with dew
or rain, this syrup becomes a favorite
drink of birds. The coati sticks its long
snout into the cup. And the monkeys
break off the chalice and raise the cup to
their lips as if giving a toast.
We had to rub our eyes and take a second look at the basilisk lizard that runs
across the water standing upright on its
two hind legs. It is sometimes called "the
Jesus Christ lizard"-and no irreverence
is intended-because it walks on water.
Perched along the river banks out of
reach of the high water stand isolated
homes of Indian families. These homes
are without walls, balanced on tall posts,
and having thatched roofs.
As our cayuco passed by, each family
rushed down to the water to shout a
greeting. And Hombria had a news bulletin to impart-on the next Saturday he
would bring upriver a dentist. The
dentist, from Rockford, Illinois, has already twice donated his services to the
Indians.
Near the headwaters of Rio Jaque we
reached the home of Hombria, and the
location of the first church, which is only
a roof without walls. In this isolated spot
we attended a church service of the
Choco Christians-at the very heart of
the literacy program.
Hombria's sermon cautioned his congregation against the witcl1craft of tribal
medicine men, and against drinking
orgies. He encouraged those who had

"given God the hand" and he suggested
that they take advantage of the literacy
program, and so be enabled to "see with
your own eyes God's talk."
Testimonies of some of the new Christians indicate the tribal superstitions
which they have had to conquer:
"My faith in the witch doctor used to
be great; especially when it seemed he
made the house shake, and tliere were
strange voices. . . . I lived in constant
dread of evil spirits which could kill me.
But prayer chases them away . ... I was
full of fears; but now I am a Christian.
... Since I have given God the lzand, I
have a good walk with Him."
The literacy experiment has developed
into a great deal more than an experiment. In addition to facilitating the mission effort, it is releasing the jungle
Indians from a smothering inferiority
complex, which has resulted from being
considered, by most outsiders, as something less than human. Now, suddenly,
some of the Darien Indians can read.
And the Bible, at that!
Two small schools are being taught
by Jesus Reyes, who lives on Rio Jaque.
Ultimate goal of the literacy program
is to teach the basic educational skills to
the approximately 6,000 Indians of the
Darien, using native teachers.
And what of the training of teachers?
Currently, four young men from the
Choco and 'Vauana tribes are "outside"
to receive nine montl1s of schooling. In
Panama City these students will receive
intensive training under the Alliance for
Progress, in cooperation with the Adult
Literacy and Education Department of
Panama's Ministry of Education. The Indian boys will have additional tutoring
and assistance in making adjustments.
When we observed the pre-planning
activities for this special project, a nonsectarian Canal Zone group called "The
Fellowship of the Concerned" was helping to find housing and part-time work
for the Darien students. It is hoped that
these young Indian men will return home
to teach and lead their people.
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CHRISTIAN DESIGNS
AT HARWOOD SCHOOL
by Elizabeth Watson

I

AST Thanksgiving the twelfth grade
students at Harwood School in Albuquerque put on a play entitled
"Christ in the Concrete City."
This drama grew out of a study that
included religious poetiy, drama, literature, philosophy, and theology-a regular
course in Harwood's twelfth grade.
First, the play was enacted across the
street at the El Buen Samaritano :Methodist Church. It was so well received that
it was decided, later, to take it to the
Navajo Methodist Mission School at
Farmington, New Mexico, where it was
again well received.
The students at Harwood come from
varying religious backgrounds, but all understand that this school is sponsored by
The :Methodist Church.
The purpose of the school is "to provide a Christian atmosphere and Christian training, plus the best possible educational opporhmities for girls of all races
and denominations." This has been its
purpose since its founding in 1887.
As of l\fay, 1966, the religious backgrounds of Harwood students were
charted as twenty-five Methodists, and in
varying lower numbers: Catholics, Baptists, Presbyterians, Lutherans, and
"other." The "other" category included
one girl of the Mormon church.
The eleventh grade studies "Basic
Christian Beliefs" and the tenth grade
studies "'Vorld Religions."
"Chorus" is a regular academic course
at Hanvood, with an emphasis on sacred
music.
The Religious Life Council on the
campus has many activities in its program, including the sponsoring of Religious Emphasis V\T eek; an annual Retreat
for evaluation and planning; the procuring of speakers for chapel services; support of a family in need; participation in
the UNICEF program at Halloween, and
Christmas programs.
Hanvood girls participate in community sports such as basketball, baseball,
softball, and volleyball; and in city-wide
contests in spoken essays (''Voice of
Democracy").
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The academic year 1965-66 was the
first year for a school Guidance program.
The teacher of this course began with
personal interviews with students. Questions were asked pertaining to the individual's reaction to new surroundings, her
family, her hobbies, her special interests.
If deep-seated emotional factors seemed
to be involved, a student might be referred to the Guidance Center at the University of New Mexico. During the next
term Harwood has planned to ask a staff
member from the Guidance Center to
pay regular visits to the school for the
purpose of interviewing students.
In our visit to Harwood we enjoyed
the opportunity of interviewing some
Harwood students, in an info1mal way.
And we enjoyed list~ning to the sometimes unexpected ways ill which the girls
answered our questions.
'Ve asked one girl about the Student
Council, in which she was an officer.
"'Vhat does the Council do?" we wondered. "vVe push for things the students
want," she informed us. "And what do
the students want?" we asked. "'Vell,
they wanted a postage stamp machine,
also Coke and candy machines-and we
got them," she told us, triumphantly.
In Mexico, girls have less freedom than
the girls in New Mexico, we were told
by a Harwood student from Mexico. But
the Mexican girls are apt to have closer
family ties and a more integrated family
life. This Mexican student likes the
friendly atmosphere at Hanvood. She is
hoping, after she graduates from Har-

wood, to find ways of financing herself in
a laboratory technician course at the
University of New Mexico.
"I don't want to be just another regular
person," a ve1y youthful student told us.
":Maybe I'd like to be a missiona1y."
"This school is not stiict enough in
some ways," one of the girls told us. We
were astonished at this reaction, as Harwood has some very sh·ict regulations,
such as no smoking, limited use of the
telephone, limited use of radios, very
limited hours for receiving guests, and a
work program for all.
A study made last March classified
Harwood students' family backgrounds
in categ01ies of: parents at home, parents
separated or divorced, stepparents,
foster parents, widowed mothers; and
children adopted or orphaned.
Of the 82 girls, 55 were boarding, 27
were day students. At the time of our
visit the girls at Harwood were of the
following backgrounds: American, Spanish-Americans, Mexican, Indian, Italian,
and Polish.
Methodist women in local, district,
conference, and jmisdiction societies are
interested in Hanvood School. Circles
and other church groups meet from time
to time at the school, and supplies of
various kinds are donated by the women.
The address of the school is 1114
Seventh Avenue, N.vV., Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
"Why does The Methodist Church continue to maintain a school of this kind?"
we asked Director Laurinda Hampton.
Here is her reply:
"The reason the church maintains this
school is to provide help for girls of good
character who are not well adjusted, or
who may be even maladjusted at times,
in certain family situations; or girls who
feel the need of an opportunity for more
individual instruction. These girls need
to live and work in a place where there is
a Christian atmosphere."
'Ve liked these lines from the school
song:
"Fro1n our deep faitl1 in t71e gold and
blue, Harwood we sing to you."
[ ·165]
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This shirt and men's wear factory on Cyprus is one bltsiness tlwt received help from ILO
experts.

WINDOW ON THE UNITED NATIONS

Training
for Industrialization
industrialization grows, the demand for skills at all levels of
labor and management intensifies. For the developing countries that
demand looms as a virhrnl threat to survival. vVhat is a drill press-or a sales
chart-to the man who has never learned
to use it?
As an International Labor Organization publication, A Great Adventure of
Our Time, points out: "Building a factory
takes far less time than training the
skilled workers, technicians, and management needed to give the factory maximum efficiency."
It continues: "It is on this human potential that the International Labor Organization has concenh·ated its effmts.
The key word of it5 operational activities
is 'h·aining'-accelerated training of
adults to meet immediate needs; vocational training of young people; tnining
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of supervisory staff; training of executives; training of labor administrators,
labor inspectors, social security agents
and labor statisticians; broadening the
skills of rural craftsmen, and training the
leaders of their cooperatives; training in
workers' education, employer-worker relations. . . . Whether the problem concer:ns production, legislation, or social institutions, whether the international cooperation is in the economic or social
sphere, the work of the ILO in counh·ies
seeking its assistance is essentially educational in nature."
Some of ILO's most exciting "educational" projects have been those carried
out in conjunction with the United Nations Special Fund over the last sixteen
years, projects devoted not Qnly to vocational training but also to instructor training and, most recently, management development. Vvithout management skills,

vocational skills soon lose meaning.
Thiity-one such long-term projects, begun in the early 1960's, are nearing completion or have been completed. They
range over the world; they call up a
montage of endless human variety and
aspiration.
A few examples:
Cambodia: center for vocational instructor training and management development.
Ceylon: small industries development
institute.
Colombia: organization of a national
inshuctor training center for the National
Apprenticeship Service.
South Korea: productivity center at
Seoul.
Morocco: leather and textiles instructor training center.
Nigeria: program for vocational instructor training.
Poland: establishment of a training
center for industrial supervisory person~
nel.
Senegal: center for instructor and supervismy training, and a rural vocational
training program.
Peru: establishment of a national instructor training center.
Thailand: productivity and management development center.
In the seventeen countries where Special Fund/ILO-assisted management development centers are in operation, some
28,500 senior executives have participated in specialized courses and seminars. By 1970 it is estimated that some
12,000 will take advantage of these b·aining facilities each year.
The centers for productivity and managerial development are already credited
with having made appreciable gains for
factories and plants using their services.
They usually offer two types of "education": ( 1) h·aining in business and administration and plant operation; ( 2) advisory services to factories, businesses,
and public utilities.
An example of one such Special Fund/
!LO-supported project is the Industrfo l
Management Institute in Iran. It is already the center of consultant services
to industry. Since its establishment in
1964, the institute, through engineering
and marketing studies, has helped to improve operations of over fifty firms in the
flelds of pharmaceuticals, metal ware,
cosmetics, and fumihue. Hundreds of
students have to date attended institute
courses on industrial management, salesmanship, accounting, and personnel administration.
An even more ambitious project was
set up with Special Fund/ILO assistance
in Poland. Known as the National l\fanagement Development Center, this 'Varsaw-based project is the coordinating
WORLD OUTLOOK
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unit for all industrial training in the
country. It provides insh·uctors for a
network of regional management centers.
It offers training at all levels to directors,
managers, and leaders of industry. It conducts research in industrial problems,
using computers and other advanced
managerial techniques. It is also building
up a nucleus of industrial consultants to
serve specific industries.
The center's study of a chemical £rm
resulted in a $4.5 million increase in production and release of 2,700 workers to
other duties. Through a newly developed
system for analyzing work stoppages and
breakdowns, the center points to benefits
in the making for railway repair shops
employing 60,000 workers.
Since the start of this National Management Development Center more than
3,000 specialists from various industries
have been trained through seminars and
courses in work study, production planning and control, labor relations, and industrial design.
In Chile an allocation from an International Development Association loan
for technical education went to the Special Fund/ILG-assisted Insh·uctor, Supervisor and Foreman Training Center.
This center supplies the staff for Chile's
extensive vocational training network, industrial schools, and in-plant training
programs. Over 300 insh1.tctor-trainees,
supervisors, and skilled workers, including 40 from other Latin American countries, are enrolled in full-time courses at
the center. And nearly 1,000 workers a
year are taking in-plant training comses
provided by the center.
Another Special Fund/ILO project to
benefit from additional outside funds
(from the European Development
Fund) is the Instructor and Foreman
Training Center in Dakar, Senegal. Its
location in the heart of the city's business
district has attracted more and more industries to its educational program. Estimates call for 100 students to graduate
yearly from the center's three-year technician's course covering the mechanical,
electrical, and building trades.
A particularly effective productivity
center, financed by the UN Development
Program and the government, with the
ILO as executing agency, is the one in
Nicosia, Cyprus. Because of conditions
on the island in November 1963, when
the project was announced, the center
made little headway until its move in
March 1965 from a small office in the
Ministry of Labor to an entire floor above
the Ministry. The next month furnishings
supplied by Cypriot manufacturers and
special training equipment provided by
the UNDP began to arrive. Today, with
its well-equipped offices, two lecture
rooms, projection room, library of techSEPTEMBER 1966

nical and management books and instructional films, work study laboratory,
and canteen, the center compares favorably with most productivity centers in
other parts of the world.
The center's underlying purpose is to
upgrade the skills of Cypriot managers,
foremen, and workers. In the management sphere it aims to improve the skills
of general management personnel and
thus increase their productivity and bene£t the entire country's economy.
It aims also to improve methods and
plant layout to reduce costs, extend the
life and usefulness of equipment through
better maintenance, improve accounting
methods, and make more efficient the
selling of goods both in Cyprus and in
export markets.
Its training courses are geared to
sharpen the skills of machinists, plumbers, electricians, masons, sheet metal

workers, and office staff. It is also concerned with the introduction into Cyprus
of the latest techniques in these fields.
In its comparatively short existence
this center has given forty-six courses and
seminars, most of them in Nicosia but
some in Limassol, Famagusta, and
Larnaca.
The ILO experts and center staff have
to date advised over 100 businesses in
Cyprus and carried out improvement
projects in ten of them, including printing and brick-making plants, and furniture, shirt, and general engineering factories.
This Cyprus center illustrates the ways
in which the ILO, working with national
governments and UN funding agencies,
is carrying out management and worker
training projects in over 130 counhies
and territories. All are designed to accelerate economic and social development.

An IW expert and liis Cypriot counterp01t conduct a product survey in a village to determine which kind of biscuit is best suited to the Cyprus market.
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VATICAN, METHODISTS
PLAN COMMITTEE STUDY
The Roman Catholic Church and the
·world l\'1ethodist Council will establish a
joint committee to study ways and means of
improving relations between them.
This was announced simultaneously by
the Vatican Secretariat for Promoting Christian Unity and the World Methodist Council, whose headquarters are in London.
A joint communique said authorities of
the two bodies had "agreed on setting up a
mixed group for exploring possible means for
facilitating studies and actions between the
Catholic Church and the World Methodist
Council."
They are convinced, the statement added,
"that in this way a truly Cluistian betterment
in ecumenical understanding and mutual relations may grow-this having been begun
by brotherly contacts during the last two
years, especially by the presence of official
Methodist observers at the Second Vatican
Council-and that thereby the Catholic
Church and tl1e World Methodist Council
may together pursue the goal of unity that
the Lord Jesus Christ laid down for His
Church."
The membership of the joint committee
and the date of its first meeting was to he
announced when the World Methodist
Council held its 11th congress in London,
Aug. 18-26.
Father Thomas Stransky, C.S.P., of New
York, an official of the Vatican Secretariat,
will take part in the congress and two official
Vatican observers will also attend, it was disclosed here.
The World Methodist Council has a membership of more than 20 million. Among the
16 observers who represented it at the Vatican Council's four sessions was Bishop Fred
P. Corson of Philadelphia, Pa., its president.
A recognized leader of the ecumenical movement, Dr. Corson has had audiences with
both Pope John XXIII and Pope Paul VI.
Joint committees for furthering the unity
of Chiistians already exist between the
Catliolic Church and the World Council of
Churches and the Lutheran World Federation, both in Geneva, Switzerland. The setting up of a mixed committee between the
Catholic Church and the Anglican Communion is also being studied. (RNS)

THEATRE-CHURCH OPENS
IN SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA
The Methodist Central Mission in the
heart of Sydney has been around for a long
time, but now the Mission has a new look
and a new appeal-a theatre-church which
opened this summer.
The decision to build a theatre was made
deliberately.
"The building of a theatre rather than a
conventional church has been a deliberate
act of policy," tl1e Supeiintendent of the
Mission, Dr. Alan Walker, declared. "Many
Australians, among the 50 percent of Sydney
people who do not attend worship, hesitate
to enter church buildings. It has been found
44
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The Rev. Harold G. Johnson is the first Negro minister of the 117-year-old White Bells
Methodist Ch11rch in Camp Springs, Md. Members of the Maryland Ku Klux Klan demonstrated against his appointment. Two hooded Klansmen also entered the church while "tlfr.
Johnson was preaching, b11t left after they were ignored. Four families withdrew from the
congregation before arrival of the new pastor.
that some of them are ready to enter a secular-type building with which they are familiar."
The theatre is part of a nine-story building, four floors of which provide community
facilities for the youth and adult activities of
the Mission. The whole project will cost $2,000,000.
The modem, air-conditioned theatre seats
1,230 people. Its double purpose of church
and film-house is expressed in the design.
The organ and hydraulic stage are raised
into position for worship purposes. A bronze
cross lowered from the ceiling on Sundays
becomes silhouetted before the curtains
which hide the white screen.
Since its opening the theatre has been
filled to capacity for the services.

NATIONAL COUNCIL
APPOINTS JESUIT
A Roman Catholic priest has been appointed to a professional staff position with
the National Council of Churches for the
first time in the history of the Protestant and
Orthodox organization.
Dr. R. H. Edwin Espy, NCG general secretary in New York, announced that on Sept.
6, Father David J. Bowman, S.J., will become assistant director in the Council's De-

partment of Faith and Order.
The Jesuit priest, a well-known ecumenist
now teaching theology at Loyola University
in Chicago, will join the staff as "an ecumenical worker with Protestants, Anglicans,
Eastern Orthodox and Roman Catholics
alike," said the Rev. William A. Norgren, executive director of the Faith and Order department.
He said Father Bowman's duties will include lecturing, writing, conducting study
projects in the area of faith and order and
counseling groups on ecumenical activity
and dialogue.
Also, the priest will be co-editor with }.fr.
Norgren of "Faith and Order Trends," a
quarterly publication of the department.
In announcing the appointment, Dr. Espy
hailed the "contribution of Father Bowman's
services to the work of tl1e National Council
and its Faith and Order Department" as a
"concrete indicator of the Roman Catholic
Church's commitment to the ecumenical
movement." (RNS)

PROPOSES CHURCH INTEGRATE
FULLY WITHIN SIX YEARS
The merging of The Methodist Church's
Central (Negro) Jurisdiction with its geographical jurisdictions "must surely take
WORLD OUTLOOK
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NEW AMERICAN TEMPERANCE PLAN

PAYS $JOO WEEKLI ••
even for life to Non-drinkers and Non-Smokers!
At last-a new kind of hospitalization plan for you thousands who realize drinking and
smoking are harmful. Rates are fantastically low because "poor risk" drinkers and smokers are excluded. Since your health is superior there is no age limit, no physical examination, no waiting period. Only you can cancel your policy. No salesman will ever call.
Starting the first day you enter any hospital, you will be paid $14.2_8 a day.
You do not smoke or drinkso why pay premiums for
those who do?
Every day in your newspaper you see
more evidence that drinking and smoking
shorten life. They're now one of America's
leading health problems-a prime cause
of the high premium rates most hospitalization policies charge.

Our rates are based on your
superior health,
as a non-drinker and non-smoker. The
new American Temperance Hospitalization Plan can offer you unbelievably low
rates because we do not accept drinkers
and smokers, who cause high rates . Also,
your premiums can never be raised because you grow older or have too many
claims. Only a general rate adjustment
up or down could affect your low rates.
And only )'Ou can cancel your policy. We
cannot.

READ YOUR AMERICAN
TEMPERANCE PLAN BENEFITS
1. You receive $100 cash weeklyTAX FREE-even for life,
from the first day you enter a hospital.
Good in any hospital in the world. We pay
in addition to any other insurance you
carry. We send you our payments Air
Mail Special Delivery so you have cash
on hand fast. No limit on number of times
you collect.

2. Sickness and accidents are
covered
except pregnancy, any act of war or military service, pre-existing accidents or

IMPORTANT: include your fir>! premium with application.
LOOK AT THESE
AMERICAN TEMPERANCE LOW RATES
Pay Monthly
Each adult

19.59 pays
Each adult
60-69 pays
Each adult
70· 100 pays
Each child I 8

I
I
I

$gao
$590
$]90

I
I
I

3. Other benefits for loss
within 90 days of accident
(as described in policy). We pay $2000
cash for accidental death. Or $2000 cash
for loss of one hand, one foot, or sight of
one eye. Or $6000 cash for loss of both
eyes, both hands, or both feet .

We invite close .comparison
wi.t h any other plan.
Actually, no other is like ours. But compare rates. See what rou save.

DO THIS TODAY!
Fill out application below and mail right
away . Upon approval, your policy will be
promptly mailed,.Coverage begins at noon
on effective date of your policy. Don't delay. Every day almost 50,000 people entei:
hospitals. So get your protection now.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
llead ot•eryour policy carefully. Ask y our millistcr, /m,·vcr and doctor to examine it. Be su re
it prot•idis exactly u•hat u·e say it clues. Thcrz,
if for any reason at alf.vou are not 10()% satfafied, just mail your policy back to us within 30
da)•s arid u·c u•ill immediately no/und vour entire premfom. No t/UCstions asked. You can
1:ain thousands of dollars., .you risk nothing.

TOO
------------------------------------4
I
TEAR OUT AND MAIL TODAY BEFORE IT'S

LATE

Application ta Buckingham Life Insurance Campany
Executive Offices, Libertyville, Illinois

(

AT·IOO

I
I

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE HOSPITALIZATION POLICY

(
(

Name (PLEASE P R I N T l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Street or RD .;_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Cily _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
County
Slale _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __
Age _ _ _ _ _._ Date of Birth,..
. ------,~..,._nc-:ih-----=o-.y-----,.,v.-.-,10
Occupalion
Heigh'-_ _ _ Weight _ _
Beneficiary
Relationship _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I also apply for coverage for the members of my family Iisled below:
NAME

AGE

HEIGHT .

WEIGHT

BENEFICIARY

BIRTH DATE

I.

2.
3.
4.
To the best of your knowledge and belief, are you and all members listed above in good health
and free from any physical impairment, or disease? Yes

D No D

To the best of your knowledge, have you or any member above listed had medical advice or
treatment, or have you or they been advised to have a surgical operation in the last five years?
Yes D No D If so, please give details stating person affected, cause, dale, name and address
of attending physician, and whether fully recovered.

Pay Yearly

$38
$59
$]9

and under pays

SAVE TWO MONTHS PREMIUM BY PAYING YEARLY!

5EPTEi\IBER 1900

sickness, hospitalization caused by use of
liquor or narcotics. On everything else
you're fully protected-at amazingly low
ra~s!
·

Neither I nor any person listed above uses tobacco or alcoholic beverages, and I hereby apply
for a policy based on the understanding that the policy does not cover conditions originating
prior to its effective date, and that the policy is issued solely and entirely in reliance upon the
written answers to the above questions.
Date:___________
Signed:X
AT·IAT

6487

Mail this application with your first premium lo

AMERICAN TEMPERANCE ASSOCIATES, Inc., Box 131,

Libertyville~

Illinois
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WANTED

I

JEWELRY

Wo Buy Old Gold and Jewelry. CASH PA ID
IMMEDIATELY. Mail us oold teeth. walche•.
rings, c.linmonds, sllverwarc, eye !]lasses. aold
coins, old oold, allvcr, platinum, mercury. Sat ..
isfaction 11uarnntced or your articles returned.
We are liCenscd oold buyers. Write for FREE
lnform~tion.

ROSE INDUSTRIES
29-CL East Madison St., Chicago 2, 111.

I

HOUSEPARENT-Methodist
Children's Home (children 6-18). New
Program and Buildings. Beginning salary $200 per month per person plus
maintenance. Single or couple.
The Jesse Lee Home, Star Route A,
Box 65, Anchorage, Alaska 99502

WRl'fERS
N. Y. publisher wanls books on all subjects
fiction, nonfiction. No fee for professional
opinion. FREE: Brochures that show how your
book can be published, publicized, sold; tips
anll article reprints on writing, publlshlnf,
contracts. Write Dept. 203-1
IXPOllFION 386 PARK AVE. S., N. Y. 16

peca:n..s

High quality 12 oz. and 16 oz.
packages and bulk. Just try our
tasty pecans! You'll agree with our
customers over· the nation who say
they're the best they've ever ·eaten!

// '·-•cL\ .

IDEAL FOR: • Family Enjoyment in Doz·
ens of Woys • Business ond Personal Gifts
Pool Yo.ur Orders for Quantity Discounts

WRITE NOW: H. M. THAMES PECAN CO.
P. 0. Box 1588, Mobile, Ala. 3'601

ORDER DIRECT FROM

EE

MONROE CATALOG

Why pay fancy prices for fold·
ing tables? Order DIRECT from
MONROE! Almost 100,000 CUS•
tomers save time, trouble and
MONEY by buying tables this
easy, low-cost way! Send today
for FREE 40·page catalog!
The MONROE Co., 116 Church St., Colfax, Iowa 50054

place at all levels during the denomination's 1968-72 quadrennium at the very
latest," the Rev. Dr. A. Dudley \•\ lard, \Vashington, D. C., said in an address at Lake
Junaluska, N. C.
"God, in my judgment, wants it to happen
much sooner," he added.
Dr. Ward is general secretary of the Methodist Board of Christian Social Concerns. He
was one of the speakers for the Methodist
Southeastern Hegional Conference on Christian Social Concerns held at this ivlethodist
assembly in July.
In regard to the Central Jurisdiction prob46
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lem, the board executive said: "Steps have
been taken and arc being taken to eliminate
the evidence of segregation by the merger of
the Central Jurisdiction with the geographical jurisdictions at all levels and with specific intent in relationship to annual conferences and local churches. This is a reality
which, however imbedded resistance and
reluctance are, must surely take place during
the 1968-72 quadrennium at the very latest."

TECHNOLOGY CALLED BOTH
PROMISE AND CHALLENGE
The liberating power of the new technology was emphasized by Dr. Emmanuel
G. i\fosthene, executive director of the Programme on Technology and Society at Harvard University in a Geneva speech recently.
"The more machines can take over what
we do, the more we can do that which
machines cannot do," he told the \Vorld
Conference on Church and Society, sponsored by the \Vorld Council of Churches.
"We are recognizing that our technical
prowess literally bursts with the promise of
new freedom, enhanced human dignity, and
unfettered aspiration," Dr. Mesthene said.
"Yet many fear it increasingly as enslaving, degrading, and destructive of man's
most cherished values," he acknowledged.
Technology, he said, has two faces, "one
that is full of promise, and one that can discourage and defeat us."
If power increases faster than our ability
to understand it and to use it well, he added,
that is "a challenge to the wise, not an invitation to despair."
Speaking of the effects of technology on
work and employment, the former director
of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development said that it is much
less a question of whether people will be
employed than of "what they can usefully
do, given the broader range of choices that
technology can make available to them."
He suggested as problems to be mastered
the gap between affiuent and less affiuent
societies, the work of education, integration,
creation, eradication of disease and discontent. As long as men labor to produce the
goods that we consume, this work will be
delayed, he said.
The c1y to stop it all-automation, "tampering with life and heredity," the "senseless
race to the moon"-is an old one, he warned.
"It was first heard, no doubt when the wheel
was invented. The technologies of the bomb,
the automobile, the spinning jenny, gunpowder, printing all evoked similar cries of
'Stop!'"
Dr. l\!Iesthene listed three reasons not to
stop: "\Ve do not want to, we cannol, and
we should not."

MISS MURIEL DAY DIES;
WAS METHODIST EXECUTIVE
ivliss Muriel Day, 72, who gave 44 years
of professional service to The Methodist
Church, including 20 years to the Board of
Missions, died July 5 at Fitkin l\!Iemorial
Hospital in Neptune, N. J. Since her retirement from the Board in 1959, she had been
a resident at the Bancroft-Taylo;· Rest Home
(Methodist) in Ocean Grove, N. J.
At the time of the unification of three

branches of Methodism in 1939 to form the
present Methodist Church, Miss Day was
named executive secretary of Educational
institutions in the former Department of
Work in Home Fields of the Woman's Division of the Board. For 20 years, she administered the work of Methodist women
through the Woman's Division in elementary
and secondary schools, and colleges and universities throughout the United Statels and
Puerto Rico.

METHODIST-ANGLICAN
UNION DISCUSSED
Anglican and Methodist teams in England
are making considerable progress in plans
for union of the two churches, it was reported to the Methodist Conference held in
\Volverhampton, England.
The progress report-an encouraging one
for those favoring union--was given to the
700 delegates by Dr. Harold Roberts, a
former Conference president and leader of
the Methodist team negotiating with the
Church of England.
The Joint Negotiating Commission has
covered a great deal of ground, he said, and
an interim report on its work will be available to the two Churches at the end of this
year.
(The commission was formed when both
Churches agreed to proceed with union
negotiations. Members have been charged
with reporting back to their churches by the
end of 1968.)
Dr. Roberts said he anticipated that the
interim report would deal mainly with the
proposed Service of Heconciliation, whereby
the two minish·ies would be integrated from
the start if the union proposals go through.
(There has been more criticism of and comment about this service than any other of
the union proposal, one of the main complaints being that it is ambiguous.)
The conference also heard opposition to
the union in the form of more than 40 memorials, or resolutions, presented by various

I
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1: Mr. Robert T. Tucker, from New
)'.ork to Monrovia, Fli. #150, PAA
2: Miss Mary Helen Montgomery, from
San Francisco to Tokyo, Fli. #911,
BOAC
2: Mr. Robert George Currie, from San
Francisco to Tokyo, Fli. #911,
BOAC
2: Mr. James Rufus Bentley, from San
Francisco to Tokyo, Fli. #911
BOAC
7: Rev. and Mrs. Walter Whitehurt
and 2 children, from New York to
Chile, Santa Margarita, Grace
15: Rev. and Mrs. George E. Ogle and
three children, from San Francisco
to Korea, President Wilson, American President
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This 12-volume boxed
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OF

INSPIRATION
yours for only $1.00
WITH MEMBERSHIP IN CHRISTIAN HERALD'S FAMILY BOOKSHELF
you are invited to accept for only S 1.00 this
Y esperb••• collection
of the best-loved classics of our literary

SU·

heritage ..• works to be read again and again, to study
deep!)' ••• books to live by, eacli one rich with ideas which
can literally work miracles in your life. You'll find inspir·
ing prayers and majestic poems, uplifting words to help
strengthen your faith, essays and stories which have stirred
the hearts of countless people. You would expect to pay at
least 514.95 for this Treasury, but as a new member of
the Family Bookshelf, you may have ir for only S 1.00 on
this unprecedented offer!

12 Famous
Works
1
2.
3
4
5
6

OF THE IMITATION
OF CHRIST by
Thomas a Kempis
• • • must reading.
DOCUMENTS OF
DEMOCRACY •••
whicll shaped our
history.
ACRES OF DIA·
MONDS by Russell
H. Conwell •••
world famous.
A CHRISTMAS
CAROL, the Im·
mortal story by
Charles Dickens.
WHAT MEN LIVE
BY ••• stories by
Leo Tolstoy.
FAVORITEINSPIRA·
TIONAL POEMS .••
all masterpieces.

E•ch of these fine volumes
is 611" x 411" in size,
bC3utifully printed and lux·
uriously bound in matching
red IC3therette with genuine
gold St3mping. A h•ndsome
troditional design graces
both back and front covers.
E•ch volume is a genuine
collector's item, •nd the
complete collection is a
MUST for your family.

a wonderful opportunity for
H ercs
you to join Christian Herald's

F•mily Bookshelf and become a part
of our national Crusade against the
wave of obscene ''literature" which
is SV>"eeping our country, violating
our schools, even entering homes
with yc.;mg children. To reward you
for joining NOW, we will send you
the magnificent 12-volume boxed
Treasury of Inspiration for only
S l.00 • •• then, you will begin at
once to enjoy these unique benefits
of membership ..•

THE GREATEST
THING IN THE
WORLD by Henry
Drummond.
FRIENDSHIP •••
great essays by
Ralph Waldo
Emerson.
SONNETS OF
SHAKESPEARE •••
most beautiful
English poetry.
A TREASURY OF
GREAT PRAYERS •••
for all times and
everywhere.
SEVEN REASONS
WHY A SCIENTIST
BELIEVES IN GOD.
SAYINGS OF JESUS
• •• a book to keep
by you always.

7
8
9
10
11
12

YEAR'S BEST READING. You'll en·
rich your life wi<h the most thrilling
novels, nature stories, biographies,
inspir•tion•I works, adventure and
missionary rales published each yC3r
- each book gu•ranteed not to cnn·
13in ;t single offensive word or line!
UNIQUE BOOK SAVINGS. In their
regular publishers' editions, Family
Bookshelf selections retail at up to
$6.95 each-but as a member, you
receive selections of your choice ar
savings as high as 60%; you tit•er
pay more than $3 .00 per book, phis
•a frw cents for postage and handling.

Start Membership With Any of These Volumes Or
Dual Selections (Values up to $9.45) for only $3.00!
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·
ful secrets of
Maus. 100 art;·. tttJC~h • 1
Eds. Tales
.
making richer, fuller
from far off
· .
lives for every member
~~~~~~~~~ p~g: \,. ~ I
lands. Pub.
of the family. Comb.
price, $6.95
......

7

~

---

325. Paul: A
Man Who
Changed the
World. H. Buck·
master. Fabu·
lous tale! Pub.
price, $4.50

403. Treasure
Chest. Chas.
Wallis, Ed.
Giant album
of quotations.
Illus. Pub.
price, $4.95

I

'

i'

13-BB-16

Please send me my 12-volume boxed Treasury of Inspiration and the
Joining Book I have indicated by circling one of the numbers below. Enroll
me as a member of Christian Herald's Family Bookshelf and bill me only
$1.00 for the Treasury and $3.00 for my Joining Book, plus a small postage
and handling charge. I agree to purchase at least four more Club selec·
lions and you will advise me in advance of each month's selection. If t
.do not want a selection, I need only notify you within the time prescribed.
For each two additional books I accept alter this Introductory offer, I will
receive .a FREE Bonus Book worth up to $7.95.

5

City

66

117

118

07

023

325

State

360

403

436

ip1 _ _ __

~--------------------------~
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ADULT RESOURCES for
MISSION EDUCATION
1966-67

AFFLUENCE AND POVERTY:
DILEMMA FOR CHRISTIANS

The adult resources for n1ission education in 1966-67 are inforinative
and challenging. As Methodists prepare to cope with the problems
acco1npanying the current paradox of "Affluence and Poverty," they
find the need for adequate books and audio-visuals for guidance.
Cokesbury provides the official texts and A-V's. If you haven't already ordered your inaterials, order now and have a1nple tilne to
plan your inission studies.
NEED IS OUR NEICHBOR, by Byron L. Johnson.
A richl y rewarding factual study in depth of
human affairs and milterial issues. Sets forth the
many dilemmas of affl1Jence and poverty facing
individual Christ ians and the church today. Gives
a concise over-all view of the economic factors
involved and their part in these dilemmas. (MM>
Paper, $1.75

LIBERATE THE CAPTIVES. A sound filmstrip that
shows how people of low economic status in a
community can be organized to start working toward the solution of their own problems . Approximately 75 frames. Color. 33 1/ 3 rpm record included. tMMI
$7.50

WEALTH AND WANT IN ONE WORLD, a symposium edited by Muriel S. Webb . Describes the
world's people as they struggle with the problems presented by economic extremes. The many
view points of the contributing authors--all outstanding leaders from differing professions and
from three continents--help one visualize the
world issues. (MMJ
Paper, $1.95

KEEPERS OF THE POOR, by J. Edward Carothers.
A provocative, lively book written by the Associate General Secretary of the Board of Missions'
National Division . The thesis of the book is that
we are not only our broth er's keeper in the
biblical sense but that we unwittingly, by our
attitudes, keep the poor in their poverty. Factual
data is included about what Methodists are doing around the world to alleviate poverty and
what more they might do. tWS>
Paper, $1.00
LEADER'S CUIDE, by Richard Edgar. <WSJ
Paper, 50¢

STUDY-ACTION MANUAL ON "AFFLUENCE
AND POVERTY," by Mildred M. Hermann. A departure from the traditional "guide," this manual
is meant to stimulate, encourage, and prompt
each leader to adapt plans to local situations .
It co-ordinates all of the theme materials and
clearly outlines suggestions for individual and
group use. <MMJ
Paper, $1.25
HOW THINCS HIDE PEOPLE. A sound filmstrip
that explores some of the problems faced by the
middle-income person as he tries to understand
and cope with the reality of poverty in his society. Approximately 70 frames. Color. 33 1/ 3
rpm record included. (MM)
·
$7.50

METHODIST MISSION STUDY BOOK

•

Shop in person af these Colc!'sbury Stores:
Allanta • Baltimore • Boston • Chicago • Cincinnati
Dallas • Detroit • Kansas City • Los Angeles • Nashyille
New York • Pittsburgh • Richmond • Son Fra°'isco

BIBLE STUDY
CHRISTIAN BEINC AND DOINC, by Clifford W .
Edwards. This study-commentary on James and
I Peter confronts persons with the urgency for
mature discipleship. The Book of James, today
an "epistle of rock," shatters any comfortable
illusions that discipleship makes no sacrificial
claims in the large issues and little honesties of
life. I Peter calls us back to the foundation of
Christian faith ; man's response to God's act of
sacrificial love. tWSJ
Paper, $1.00
LEADER'S CUIDE, by Ethelene Sampley. (WSI
Paper, 50¢

ADDITIONAL STUDY FOR ADULTS
THE CHURCH CROWS IN CANADA, by Douglas
J. Wilson. Assesses the total impact of the diverse religious groups of Canada on Canadian
life. Sees the churches not as isolated organizations but as part of the emerging national life.
Describes major contempOrary concerns and the
reconciling of two basic cultures as the real
Paper, $1.75
issues to be faced. tMMl
STUDY-ACTION MANUAL ON "CANADA," by
Ward L. Kaiser and John L. S. Shearman. Provides aids any leader can adapt. Includes introduction to the study, studies of six major
issues in Can adian life (which Americans also
face), worship resources, discussion questions,
and guides to action. <MM)
Paper, $1.25

Mt••••·········································································""
COKESBURY

Send m•il orders to Rc1iond Scnicc Ccnfcu:
1910 Moin Street
1661 Narlh Narthwcst Hwy.
Dallas. Tuos 75221
Pork Ridge, Ill. 60068
201 Eighth A't'cnuc, South
Fifth and Groce Strctl$
Noshvillc, icnn. 37203
Richmond, Vo. 23216

1600 Queen Anne Rood
Teoncd:, N. J. 07666

85 McAllistrr Street
Son Fronci$Co. Calif. 94102

Please send me the following items:

_ _ _ copies , NEED IS OUR NEICHBOR tMMl @ $1 .75 each.
Paper.
_ _ _ copies, WEALTH AND WANT IN ONE WORLD !MMI @
$1.95 each . Paper.
_ _ _ copies, STUDY-ACTION MANUAL ON "AFFLUENCE AND
POVERTY" <MM) @ $1.25 each. Paper.
_ _ _ copies, HOW THINCS HIDE PEOPLE filmstrip and record
@ $7.50.
_ _ _ copies , LIBERATE THE CAPTIVES film strip and record
@ $7SO
_ _ _ copies, KEEPERS OF THE POOR tWSl @ $1.00 each.
Paper.
_ _ _ copies, CUIDE TO KEEPERS OF THE POOR tWSJ @ 50¢
each . Paper.
_ _ _ copies, THE CHURCH CROWS IN CANADA tMMI @
$1.75 each. Paper.
_ _ _ copies, STUDY-ACTION MANUAL ON "CANADA" tMMJ
@ $1.25 each. Paper.
_ _ _ copi es, CHRISTIAN BEINC AND DOINC !WS) @ $1.00
each. Paper.
_ _ _ copies , LEADER'S CUIDE FOR CHRISTIAN BEINC AND
DOINC tWSJ @ 50~ each. Paper.

D Pnyment enclosed
D Chnrge to my account
O Open n new account
Postage e:z:tra; add state sales ta:z: where appnca-Ole.

SEND T O - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Street or R F D - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

...............................................................................
C i t y - - - - - - - S t a t e - - - - - - Zip C o d e - - - -
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Quarterly Meetings. One called for a referendum of every Methodist in Britain before
the conference takes its final decision on
union in 1968. Another said doch"inal matters involved were "alien to the true genius
of Methodism" and called for a complete
halt to the negotiations.
The conference also approved a motion
assuring the Methodists in Ireland, and particularly Northern Ireland, of its continuing
prayers as they strove to maintain Methodism's traditional friendship for all and enmity
toward none. The Conference hoped all sections of the Irish people would strive to remove bitterness from their relationships.
The resolution came after a warning from
the Rev. Samuel Johnston, president of the
tlfothodist Church in Ireland, that the newly
revived spirit of bitterness among Protestant
extremists in the North had deep roots, and
a scathing attack by Lord Soper on "the
man Paisley" (the Rev. Ian Paisley, moderator of the Free Presbyterian Church of
Ulster) .
In other sessions the Methodists: (1) decided in favor of women being admitted to
the ministry and also called for talks with
Church of England representatives on the
implications of this decision; and (2) agreed
by a large majority that abortions should be
permitted where a continued pregnancy
would involve grave injury to the physical or
mental health of the woman. The conference
also approved an addendum stating that
abortions should be allowed when a pregnant woman's capacity as a mother would be
severely overstrained by the care of a child
or another child.

INSPIRATIONAL

RECORDS
Wonderful sacred music you
love and remember. Also, excerpts from popular teen-age
lectures. Stereo; 33~ RPM.

THE RON BOUD SINGERS
What A Friend We Have In
Jesus; This Is My Father's
World; and others.
3.95

SONGS OF FAITH
Dave Boyer sings Jesus Paid
It All; I'd Rather Have Jesus;

3.95
NEW SONG IN MY HEART

others.

Chuck & Tom Bisset sing the
title song; How Can You Say
There Is No God;, others. 3.95

WHY I AM AN AMERICAN
Humorous excerpts with a serious message from Chuck Bisset's lecture series.
3.95

Save $3.80 When Buying

4

FOR

$12

All orders postpaid; Send check or
money order; No. C.O.D.'s

II

TRIUMPH
RECORDS,JNC.

142 Shiloh Avenue
Hampstead, Maryland 21074

I

· EPTEMBER 1966

MRS. J. W. MILLS
DIES IN AUGUST
As we go to press: Word was received in
New York of the Aug. 8 death of Mrs. J.
Walter (Kate Vernor) Mills of Beaumont,
Texas. As vice-president of the fmmer vVom:m's Missionary Council and a member of
various commissions of The Methodist
Church, Mrs. Mills was instrumental in the
re-structuring of the Church and the Board
of Missions during the 1939 unification. She
was elected a member of the new Board of
Missions and was chosen the first vice-president of the Woman's Division of Christian
Service, an office she filled, admirably for
eight years after the unification. She was
known and will be remembered as a remarkable and dedicated servant of Clnist.

SOOCHOW UNIVERSITY
SUPPORT STRENGTHENED
Soochow University in Taipei, capital of
Taiwan, one of the largest Methodist-related
universities outside the United States, has
been granted a total of $130,000 by the
Methodist Board of Missions to expand and
improve facilities and curricula. The funds
will be given over a five-year period.
Part of the $130,000 \vill be from World
Service, part from the pledge giving of
Woman's Societies of Christian Service and
W'esleyan Service Guilds, part from Advance
Specials and part from other sources.
The grant was approved recently by the
executive committee of the World Division
of the Board of Missions. The action fol-

lowed a report by the Rev. Dr. Thoburn T.
Brumbaugh, functional secretary for Education of the Division, and the Rev. Dr. John
0. Gross, special consultant and former general secretary of the Division of Higher Education of the Methodist Board of Education.
They visited Soochow University earlier this
year.
In addition to making the grant, the
World Division executive committee recommended: I-That there be more coordination of Protestant higher education in
Taiwan, including increased cooperation between Soochow and interdenominational
Tunghai University; 2-That the faculty
and the total educational program at Soochow be upgraded.
Soochow University was founded in 1900
by Methodist missionaries in the city of
Soochow on the China mainland. It was relocated to Taiwan in 1951. The university
now has almost 1,300 students and a fulland part-time faculty numbering about 200.
American Methodist missionaries serve on
the faculty and staff. The president ·is Dr.
C. Y. Stone.
Expanding steadily in the last decade,
Soochow dedicated four new buildings in
1965. Plans have been projected for five
more, including three residence halls, a
classroom building, and a library.

I

. ''

CATHOLIC BACKS
NEGRO RECRUITMENT
Knights of Columbus who oppose acceptance of Negroes as members should resign
from the Catholic fraternal order, James
Barger, a Texas KC officer, declared in
Austin.
Refen'ing to those who practice disclimination, he said: "They are no credit to the
Knights of Columbus and will be only slightly noticed in their passing." Mr. Barger, a
resident of San Antonio, is the Knights' state
fraternal activities chairman.
He urged the order to seek out Negro
Catholics and offer them membership. "Our
past wrongs," he added, "demand that we
pursue this recruitment program with great
vigor."
Reminding a meeting of state KC officials,
committeemen and district deputies that a
Knight of Columbus on joining the organization is sworn to social justice, Mr. Barger
asked:
"Can we be pe1mitted then to practice
discrimination in admitting qualified men to
our order? The answer is an unqualified 'no'
-not under the laws of man, the laws of
our order, the laws of our Church, the laws
of God.
"No longer can we be permitted to recruit
only that portion of our potential membership 'who come from the right side of the
tracks.' It is in these modern times incumbent upon us to recruit new members whereever 'Catholic gentlemen' may be found.
"We must in brotherhood, fraternity and
justice seek out the Negro Catholic and invite him to enter our order. \Ve must recruit
him into our brotherhood."
If the Knights fail in the recruitment campaign, Mr. Barger said, "our failure in the
field of fraternity will herald our failure as
Catholic men. Vie will be judged as lacking
[ 473]
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by the Church, society and ultimately by our
Maker for this failure.
"This does not mean that we can be completely successful," he pointed out. "But
let that not dissuade us from the sb'uggle.
This year let bi.1e fraternity be the goal of
every member of our order."

a1n

andEvil
. we confront the fact of pain.
Every reader can supply the bill
of particulars ... if everybody in
any city were to bring his ills to
the city square, and if they were
visible, the black mountain would
seem to darken the sky."
-the author

METHODISTS TO SUPPORT
LIT-LIT PROGRAM
The 1'1ethodist Church, through the
World Division of the Board of Missions,
will give from $400,000-$500,000 over the
next five years to a worldwide, ecumenical
program of literacy and Christian literature.
Hecently returned from a meeting of the
Christian Literature Fund (CLF) of the
World Council of Churches, which administers the program, Miss Doris Hess said that
the Methodist funds will be pooled with
those of other churches. Miss Hess, who is
secretary for Literacy and Christian Literature in the ·world Division, is one of three
Methodists on the 20-member Christian Literature Fund Committee, and the only
woman.
At its meeting in Switzerland, the committee authorized grants totalling $160,700 and
set aside $380,284 for projects still being
studied. The plans and projects cover ·-a
variety of needs in literacy-literature, including: training of writers, distributors, production managers and editors; creation of national and regional literature centers; publishing of new books in a variety of languages; study of literature needs in several
counb'ies and language areas; improvement
of production of periodicals.
Miss Hess said that the Methodist contribution will support the total CLF program
and not just counh·ies where a Methodist
project is involved. However, in many of the
countries where CLF funds are used, Methodists are involved in various phases of

FUNERAL FUNDS
APPLY BY MAIL TO AGE 80-FOR UP TO
$2000
NO AGENT WILL CALL. NO MEDICAL EXAM . Sup·
plement Socia l Security to he lp survivors mee t your
after.death bills. debts or family needs. Le11al re·
serve life insurance pays in all states for d eath from
any cause, except during the first policy year for
either suicide or death from undisclos ed pre-existino
health conditions. lifetime rate guaranteed. Application mailed to you. No obligation . Mo il your name,
addre ss, and year of birth with this ad to Great
Lake s Insurance Co., Elgin, Ill. 60120 . Dept. J5BX2.

ROBES
Wide style selection. Finest
materials. Master tailoring. Fair
prices. Write for catnlog and
swatches. State name of church
and whelher for pulpit or choir.

De Moulin Bros.& Co.
, 1140 So. 4th St., Greenville, Ill.

AUTHORS WANTED BY
NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Your book can be published, promoted, distributed
by successful, reliable company. Fiction, non·flcticn,
poetry, scholarly, religious, scientific and even controversial manuscripts welcomed . Free Editorial Report. For Free Booklet write Vantage Press, Dept.
WD·l , 120 W. 31 St., New York, New York 10001.

literacy and literature work. The $250,000
from the World Division will come from
various sources, including pledge giving by
Woman's Societies of Christian Service and
Wesleyan Service Guilds, and Advance Specials.
Serving with Miss Hess on the CLF Committee are the Hev. Emilio Cash·o, Montevideo, Urnguay, coordinator of the Provisional Commission for Evangelical Unity in
Latin America, and the Rev. Justo Gonzales,
a professor at the Union Theological Seminary, Hio Piedras, Puerto Rico. CLF members include Orthodox, Anglican and Protestant churchmen from 16 countries.

by George A. Buttrick
Twelve years of reading, writing, asking questions, and addressing the mystery of suffering resulted in this volume
which speaks a new word on the ageold enigma of pain and evil. Dr. Buttrick says, "If pain were a problem
there might be an answer in philosophy
or theology; and if pain were a concern
for medicine only, there might be an
explanation and even a cure in science ;
but since pain is existential, an event,
even if it be no more than a tooth ache,
the only possible answer is another
event set over against it." The answering event is Christ. And though there ls
still no neat answer, the new word on
the age-old mystery of man's suffering
is not spoken from the study, but from
the Cross. Indexed. 272 pages.
$5.95

At your Cokesbury Bookstore

ABINGDON PRESS
The Book Publishing Department of
The Methodist Publishing House

Meth od ist iasslons

These men and women are among 28 Metlwclist missionaries who will be retiring from active
service within the next 18 months. Some have been serving abroad since 1919, and their
total years of service is more than 900.
50
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Guides
to more
effective
Christian
leadership • • •
adult education
EDUCATION FOR CHURCHMANSHIP

social witness
SCRIPTURE AND SOCIAL ACTION

Guidelines for Renewing the Adult
Education Program in the Church
Robert S. Clemmons. Today's laymen must change and must accept
a new role in the church if they are to meet the challenges of our
modern society. Jn order to do this, they must be properly educated
for their new role. Education for Churchmanship provides both lay·
men and clergy with a clearer understanding of their places in the
church and suggests a prog ram of training adults for leadership and
service. Index. 208 pages .
Paper, $2.2S

A Guide to Understanding the
Social Witness of the Church
Bruce D. Rahtjen. Many people ask, ''What does social action have
ta do with the Bible?" Dr. Rahtien explains why social action and
the Bible are both nece ssa ry in the Christian w itness in today's
world. He raises questions concerning interpretation of age-old materials for new problems, how the church arrived al its present
understanding of the Bible, and how the Bible leads us to··social
action . 144 pages .
Paper, $1 .SO

working with teen-agers
EVANGELISM FOR TEEN-AGERS

teaching adult classes
THE INTERNATIONAL
LESSON ANNUAL-1967

FOR A NEW DAY
Howard W. Ellis. ' 'Three out of four young people are outside the
church--onybody ' s church," says Mr. Ellis. This up-to-date guidebook for youth and their leaders gives invaluable instructions in:
1. How to train workers . 2 . How to organize visitation groups. 3.
How to talk with young people about the message of Christ. 4. How
to keep them in the church once they have made a commitment.
112 pages . Revised.
Paper, $1 .SO

A Comprehensive Commentary on
The International Sunday School Lessons
Edited by Horace R. Weaver; lesson analysis by Charles M. Laymon.
For every Sunday in 1967 The ILA provides: complete te xts of lesson
in both KJV and RSV, e xplanation of special meanings in biblical
passages, application of the Bible in terms of life today, and teaching suggestions. Also includes 21 black-and-white illustrations. 448
pages.
Still only, $2.9S

.............................................................................................................................................................
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for personal enjoyment, enrichment, and knowledge
NEW PAPERBOUND REPRINTS
MARTIN LUTHER: OAK OF SAXONY

GEORGE WASHINGTON CARVER

Edwin P. Booth. An authoritative biography of the great Reformation leader. It is developed in terms of the human e vents
and struggles that shaped Luther as the powerful force qehind
the rebuilding of the church of his time . Translates much material into a valuable resource for both adults and young people.
280 pages.
$2 .7S

Raclcham Holt. Story of the world-renowned genius who , born
in slavery, moved forward to a place of high esteem among
men. "One of the most remarkable lives in all the rich variety
of our nation's hiotory. There is no American who would not be
better for reading it. "-Book-of-the-Month Club News. 372
pages.
Illustrated, $ 2 .7 S

i1
1:

SERMONS ON THE PSALMS

RELIGION AND LEISURE IN AMERICA

1:

Haro'.d A. Bosley. Twe nty sermons by o,ne of today"s greatest
pulpit masters show how the Psalms still speak in their ancient
beauty and power to the life of today. Through these inspirational sermons we can feel the praise, the joy, the tragedy, and
the daily thanksgiv ing of those who found in God their Creator
and their unfailing help. 224 pages.
$1.9S

Robert Lee . A fascinating look at the h~tory; meaning, and
significance of our leisure time. The author tells us that the
rise of mass leisure is creating complicotions never before encountered in history and that we need to develop a leisure
ethic. "What this author has to say is of immediate and increasing importance. -The c·hristian Herald. 272 pages. $1.7S
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THE BOOK PUBLISHING DEPARTMENT OF THE METHODIST PUBLISHING HOUSE
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Impossible! Yes, but we can put the interesting facts
about 1,200 books in your mailbox-free. Included will
be the most widely read, talked about, and written about
books of this year and next. The very same books you 'll
want to own and choose for Christmas, birthday, anniversary, graduation, and wedding gifts.
Right now we're setting aside a limited number of
Look at the Books 1966-67 for new friends-beyond
the 297 ,000 we print for old customers. Be sure of your
copy-get your request to us by October 10, 1966, and
we'll mail to you by October 31, 1966. All requests
filled while stock lasts but no guarantee to late arrivals.
You may also send for your free copy of the Cokesbury
Christmas Shopper, a full-color catalog of unique gift
ideas for nearly everybody. Yours for the asking.
This offer good only in the United States (including
the states of Hawaii and Alaska).
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TWO NEW CATALOGS
FOR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE I

~l

I

Rush coupon to:
Book Catalog Department
Attention: G. N . Battle
Cokesbnry, Dept. WO-!l
201 Eighth Ave., South
Nash\'ille, Tennessee 37202
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Please send me the FREE catalogs as indicated.
D Look at the Books, 1966-67
D Christmas Shopper for 1966
Name
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Shop by mail at these Cokcsbury Service Centers: Dallas, Teaneck, Richmond , Nashville, Park Rid ge, San Francisco .
Shop in person at these Cokesbury Stores: Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Dallas,
Detroit, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Nashville, New York, Pittsburgh, Richmond, Snn Francisco.

